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Jabulane Sam Nhlengethwa, 
 Tribute to Miriam Makeba 

SOLD R15,000

Roberte Colinet 
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During the early days of the pandemic, Gillian 
Kay chose to spend lockdown in her beloved 
childhood home in South Africa instead of 

being alone in her apartment in Ramat Aviv, Tel Aviv.
She needed to find new tenants for her house 

across the road from the Sydenham-Highlands North 
Shul in the neighbourhood of Rouxville while she 
stayed in the cottage on the property and tended to 
the little garden.

This proved to be a fatal decision.
Somewhere around 10 or 11 July, she was brutally 

murdered and robbed of her small possessions 
allegedly by a gardener, someone she knew and had 
helped look after.

Sadly, the colourful, feisty, accomplished tennis 
player, psychologist, healer, and teacher never got to 
find new tenants, and her childhood home now lies 
empty and forlorn.

Her savage death came during the week of 
mayhem as the country was gripped by looting and 
riots.

For those who knew her, her untimely death came 
as a shock.

“It was so utterly senseless and tragic,” said her 
cousin Louis Sweidan this week, “This is what you get 
for helping someone.”

“The murderer took her old 1989 Toyota Corolla, 
her laptop, and a moon bag which contained her 
passport and some cash,” he said.

It’s unsure exactly when her attacker entered her 
cottage. An estate agent, wanting to show a would-
be tenant the property on Sunday, 11 July at 10:00, 
became worried when Kay didn’t answer the door or 
her phone. Later, she alerted neighbours and security 
when further calls to Kay went unanswered.

It was on the afternoon of 11 July that her listless 
body was found. She had been strangled and choked.

Kay’s cousin in Israel, Michael Sweidan, told the  
SA Jewish Report that she passed away three months 
shy of her 80th birthday.

“She never married or had children of her own, but 
she made it her life’s ambition to connect with family 
around the world.”

Joining the dots of the family tree was very 
important to her, he said.

“When we made aliyah three years ago, she 
became our adopted grandmother – our only family 
away from South Africa. She loved my children as if 
they were her grandchildren.”

He said family members had often tried to get Kay 
to sell the house in Rouxville, but she couldn’t part 
with it.

“She had a strong emotional attachment to the 
house having grown up there, and she simply didn’t 
want to let it go,” said Louis.

It also gave her an excuse to visit South Africa, 

which she loved very much even 
though she left the country as a 
young woman in the 1970s, he 
said.

“Her father built the house 
and left it to her when he 
passed. She later built a cottage 
on the property where she would 
stay on her regular visits. She 
refused to get rid of the place.”

Two childhood school friends, who also 
live in Israel, Ingrid Messika and Fay Morris, posted 
a tribute to Kay on the Waverley Girls High School 
Facebook page. They said they were “horrified and 
heartbroken” to hear what happened to Gillian, who 
they described as a true friend.

“She will be sorely missed because 
she was the sort of friend who really 

cared about others and freely 
gave of her huge knowledge 
of medical and other general 
subjects. Together with her advice 

and empathy, we always felt that 
she was almost a family member 

who knew and cared about all our 
children and grandchildren and never 

forgot them even in the most recent phone 
conversations from Johannesburg.”

They said Kay was one of five girls in their matric 
year who made aliyah.

Shedding light on a life well lived, they said Kay 
wasn’t just a talented sportswomen, she had a gift for 
understanding people.

“Through her studies at university – with a 
 Masters in psychology from Tel Aviv University – she 
helped many people, but she also used all sorts of 
alternative medicine, particularly Chinese medicine, 
which she studied all the time.”

They said she recently visited Lithuania on a roots 
trip and discovered her grandparents’ property in 
Birzai.

Norwood police confirmed that three suspects were 
arrested 48 hours after the murder, house robbery, 
and theft of a motor vehicle on 12 July.

Spokesperson for the Norwood Police Station, 
Sergeant Eric Masotsha, said that a multidisciplinary 
team including the Serious and Violent Crimes 
Unit, SAPS Gauteng Highway Patrol, SAPS Lyttelton, 
SAPS Airwing, CAP Security, and Fidelity Specialised 
Services received information regarding a house 
robbery where Kay was robbed, tortured, and 
murdered. Her car and household goods were taken 
during the violent robbery.

According to reports, her car was located at a 
shopping mall in Centurion and shortly afterwards, 
the team effected an arrest and seizure. The driver of 
Kay’s car was found in possession of her documents 

Decision to spend lockdown in SA was fatal

Help those most in need to enjoy 
a healthy and happy new year!

In the year of our greatest vulnerability, 
we discovered the greatness of this community.

www.jhbchev.co.za
Donate:

www.sajr.co.za
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Hearing the shofar blown every day (except Shabbat) during the month of Elul until the day before 
erev Rosh Hashanah is a wake-up call to begin the process of introspection that leads to the high 
holy days. Yeshiva College’s Rabbi Zevi Wineberg, Alon Goldstein, Yona Treger, Eitan Henen, and 
Jacob Hoffman take part in a shofar blowing lesson.

Daily wake-up call

Continued on page 3>>
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The great historian, Paul Johnson, in 
his introduction to A History of the 
Jews, lists several key concepts and 

institutions which originated completely 
within the Torah and Jewish thinking.

He writes in his introduction to the 
book, “All the great conceptual discoveries 
of the human intellect seem obvious 
and inescapable once they had been 
revealed, but it requires a special genius 
to formulate them for the first time. The 
Jews had this gift. To them we owe the 
idea of equality before the law, both 
divine and human; of the sanctity of life 
and the dignity of human person; of the 
individual conscience and so of personal 
redemption; of collective conscience and 
so of social responsibility; of peace as an 
abstract ideal, and love as the foundation 
of justice; and many other items which 
constitute the basic moral furniture of the 
human mind.”

The first one Johnson lists is equality 
before the law.

Westerners, pre and post-modernists, 
with typical arrogance, assume that this 

principle is a given and that all civilisations 
accept it.

But the truth is, it isn’t a given. Equality 
before the law is a Torah concept which 
most ancient civilisations rejected and many 
current civilisations do too. The behaviour 
of our ex-president Jacob Zuma and his 
cronies puts the lie to the blind belief that 
“people” believe and accept this concept.

Many societies preferred and still prefer 
the back-door horse trading of the powerful 
as the best path to social balance. But that’s 
not the Torah approach. The Torah teaches 
us that the best path to social stability is 
where all are subject equally to a law which 
is blind to our social standing.

This week’s parsha demonstrates the 
Torah’s take in practise – no-one is above 
the law. Even a king or president is subject 
to the law.

But when you ask, “Why should we be 
equal before the law?” and “Why is this the 
best path?” it isn’t so simple to answer from 
a secular legal standpoint. But from a Torah 
standpoint, the reason is simple: it’s based 
on Jewish theology. We believe that:

a)  G-d is the creator 
and law giver – He 
creates the physical 
world and its 
physical laws. And He also creates the 
moral world and moral laws.

b)  Every human being is created in G-d’s 
image – we are all equal in this regard, 
and equally subject to G-d’s moral laws.
So, no matter who you are, you are as 

bound to and by G-d as anybody else. This 
is why equality before the law makes sense. 
In a society with in-built hierarchies, like 
Egypt (or perhaps certain modern tribes), 
the head of that society is closer to G-d, 
perhaps even an incarnation of a g-d, and 
therefore is qualitatively different from his 
or her subjects. But the Torah’s view is far 
flatter – from the king to the water drawer, 
all are equal before G-d, and all are equally 
subject to His law.

This idea – that the law (Torah) is 
supreme, along with the Torah’s moral 
framework for instilling fear of G-d and 
honesty – are key ingredients for equity, 
prosperity, and hope.

Torah Thought

Equal before the law
Rabbi Ramon 

Widmonte, The 
Academy of Learning

Shabbat times this week

Starts Ends
17:29      18:20  Johannesburg
17:58 18:51  Cape Town
17:13 18:05  Durban
17:33 18:24  Bloemfontein
17:29 18:22  Port Elizabeth
17:21 18:14  East London
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French police detain woman for antisemitic 
poster
Police in France detained a woman for 
carrying a sign widely deemed antisemitic at a 
demonstration against COVID-19 emergency 
measures.

Cassandre Fristot, an activist for the far-right 
National Rally party, held up a brown cardboard 
poster at the rally on Saturday, 7 August, in 
Metz condemning President Emmanuel Macron 
and several well-known Jewish people as 
“traitors”.

Advocate for interfaith-dialogue says Jews 
should be killed
A Muslim imam in Norway who has led 
interfaith-dialogue projects has made 
antisemitic statements on Facebook, including 

that Jews are 
dangerous and 
“should be killed”, for 
years.

The Norway branch 
of Minhaj-ul-Quran, 
an international 
Muslim organisation 
considered moderate 
and geared toward 
outreach, suspended 
Noor Ahmad Noor 
indefinitely on 
Monday, 9 August, 
following an 
expose published 
last week by the 
Vartland newspaper 
on his antisemitic 
statements. Noor 
served for years as the 
branch’s director.

In a short 
statement to 

Norwegian media, Noor said, “My 
posts were published in frustration 
over attacks in Gaza. Innocent 
children and women were killed. My 
criticism and frustration should have 
been directed at the regime and not 
against a group of people. I apologise.”

Scientist beaten by assailant seeking to ‘finish 
Hitler’s job’
An 82-year-old prominent scientist was assaulted 
on a bus in Moscow by a much younger assailant 
who shouted that “Hitler should have finished 
the job, so I’ll do it for him.”

The assailant began hitting Vladimir Tselin, a 
researcher of radiation who has worked on the 
Russian space programme, soon after Tselin 
boarded a bus on his way to work on 6 August, 
the news site MK reported. Shouting about 
Jews and Hitler, the man followed Tselin out of 
the bus after he got off to escape.

Holtz quits as Team Israel’s baseball manager

Eric Holtz, the manager of Israel’s national 
baseball team over the past four years, has 
stepped down from his post.

Team Israel failed to medal in the recently 
concluded Tokyo Olympics, finishing fifth 
with a squad of nearly all Americans, including 
former major league all-star Ian Kinsler. Some 
predicted that Israel, making its Olympics 

debut, would finish in the top three 
of the six-team field.

Team Israel was also forced to 
apologise after a video of its players 
breaking a bed at the Olympics went 

viral on TikTok.

Podcaster gets almost three years for 
antisemitic remarks
A British podcaster who made antisemitic 
statements was sentenced to 32 months in 
prison.

The Truro Magistrates’ Court on Friday 
handed down the sentence to Graham Hart, 69, 
two months after he pleaded guilty to a charge 
that he “insulted Jewish people with antisemitic 
language with the aim of inciting racial hatred”, 
the Crown Prosecution Service reported on its 
website.

Separately, talkSPORT, a popular radio 
station in the United Kingdom, apologised 
for airing and not immediately confronting a 
statement by a caller on 3 August who repeated 
an antisemitic trope.

The caller suggested that the Tottenham 
Hotspurs, a London soccer team that is often 
associated with Jewish people, won’t let a soccer 
player, Harry Kane, out of his contract with the 
team because the team’s chairperson, Daniel 
Levy, “is a Jew, he’s not going to let him [Kane] 
go for nothing, is he?”
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Asking More. Unbelievable Value! Sophisticated, Spacious and 
Sublime. 3 Bedroom,2 Bathroom [both luxurious and en-suite]  
stylish apartment situated in a great position, with easy access 
to all amenities, and a lock up and go lifestyle. Generously sized 
open plan dining room and lounge opening onto entertainers 
patio / garden terrace. Well appointed kitchen with granite tops, 
cabinetry and space for 3 appliances. Built in Smeg oven. 2 
Undercover parking bays, ample visitors parking, 24 hour security, 
alarm system and fitted Trellidoors. Complex pool.

Web Ref: RL754263 2

REAL
LIFE Real Estate.

INVEST IN PROPERTY IN ISRAEL
FROM R5 MILLION 
Contact Herschel Jawitz in strict confidence
082 571 1829 | herschel@jawitz.co.za

WAVERLEY | R 4 150 000
Location, comfort & space come beautifully together in this family, 
friendly home. Offering 3 receptions, huge eat-in kitchen, 3 beds, 3 
baths, guest cloak, guest/staff suite, solar heated pool, 3 garages + 
2 carports + off-street parking. Low maintenance face-brick.

Web Ref: RL793723 3
Chrissie Hammer: 082 568 0440

GLENHAZEL | R 2 199 000
"TLJOH�NPSF��0O�UIF�CPSEFS�PG�'BJSNPVOU��5IJT�i(FNw�JT�B�NPEFSO�
��CFESPPN� BQBSUNFOU� XJUI� TUBGG� BDDPNNPEBUJPO�� 4FU� JO� B� MFBGZ�
TVCVSC� TUBOET� UIJT� TQBDJPVT� �� CSJHIU� OPSUI� GBDJOH� ��CFESPPN�
BQBSUNFOU����.PEFSO�CBUISPPNT�XJUI�NBJO�FO�TVJUF��"�IVHF� UJMFE�
PQFO�QMBO� MPVOHF���EJOJOH�SPPN�PQFOT�POUP�B�CBMDPOZ��5IF�XFMM�
GJUUFE� LJUDIFO� IBT� B� CSFBLGBTU� CBS� �� EPVCMF� PWFO� XJUI� BNQMF�
DVQCPBSET��5IFSF� JT�BO�FMFWBUPS� JO� UIF�CVJMEJOH��(FOVJOF�TFMMFS��"�
NVTU�UP�WJFX��$MPTF�UP�4IVMT�TDIPPMT���TIPQT�JO�UIF�BSFB�

Web Ref: RL784873 2
Joel Harris 082 926 0287   
Laureen Shalpid 083 789 0229 Sandra Luntz: 083 679 1247

MORNINGSIDE |                 R 2 395 000

FOR SALE

2 homes for the price of 1!! A homestead in the heart of the 
Boomed area in Linksfield! More value than ever before.Boasting 
4 bedrooms (3 ensuite)Balconies overlooking the swimming pool 
& deck. Large kitchen & scullery , walk-in pantry.Large TV Room 
& formal lounge, dining room and study. Magnificent established 
garden with Koi ponds. Borehole. Pool room with a built-in bar. 
Mock thatch roof. 5 garages. 4 Private staff rooms. Bonus 3 
Bedroom Cottage !!  Plus Plus. Genuine seller wants an offer.

LINKSFIELD | R 4 250 000

Web Ref: RL77869
4 4.5

Laureen Shalpid 083 789 0229 

PRICE REDUCED FOR SALE

INVITING 
BUYERS FROM  

FOR SALE
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The African Union (AU) Commission has 
defended the continental body’s decision 
to grant Israel observer member status, 

saying it was at the “express demand of many 
member states”.

In spite of objections to the move by 
countries like South Africa, the organisation has 
remained firm about its decision.

In a statement last week, chairperson Moussa 
Faki Mahamat said the move was made on the 
basis of “the restoration of diplomatic relations 
with Israel by more than two thirds of AU 
member states”.

This comes after South Africa, Algeria, 
Botswana, Namibia, and Lesotho among a 
handful of others vehemently rejected the 
rights bestowed on Israel.

South Africa went as far as describing 
the move as “unjust, unwarranted, and 
inexplicable”.

The move has been criticised by 
anti-Israel lobbyists as having been 
taken unilaterally and without proper 
consultation with member states.

The countries objecting to the 
observer status expressed solidarity with 
Palestine and reiterated that the people 
of Palestine were still suffering because of 
Israel. There have been further rumblings of 
a jointly signed letter of opposition by a few 
other Arab member states.

Local pro-Palestinian groups have continued 
to bemoan the decision by the AU, and staged 
a protest on 11 August at the offices of the Pan 
African Parliament in Midrand.

Meanwhile, the African Diaspora for 
Development (ADD) this week praised the 
move.

The ADD’s international executive director, 
Jean-Pierre Alumba Lukamba, said “As 
Africans, we welcome and celebrate the recent 
decision by the AU to further our historical ties 
with the state of Israel by giving Israel observer 
status in the AU.”

He said the ADD was a platform that aimed 
to empower Africans in the diaspora and 
migrants to prosper and achieve their dreams 
wherever they were in the world.

“Our aim is to create a continent that’s always 
home regardless of the distance and is always 
eager to welcome home its sons and daughters,” 
he said.

He described the decision to officially reignite 
the formal relationship between the African 
continent and Israel as “a wise one”.

“Progressive Africans are hoping that this will 
further help African NGOs [nongovernmental 
organisations] engage with the success of Israeli 
ones in bettering the lives of people across the 

continent,” the organisation’s statement read.
Speaking to the SA Jewish Report, Lukamba, 

described it as a “positive development”.
“It’s a corrective step to the anomaly that has 

prevailed for two decades in preventing Israel 
entry status. Today, Israel has relations with 46 
of the 55 African member states,” he said.

The ADD said, “The African diaspora was 
inspired by the idea to learn from the success 
of the Israeli diaspora by engaging in a transfer 
of skills, diasporic investments, and the 
foundational growth and connection of Jews 
to their holy land. This decision will enable 
Africans across the board to learn about Israel, 

and will enable strong co-operation between the 
two parties on various aspects, including food 
security, technological innovation, property 
development, and a fight against rising 
extremist entities on our continent.

“We are hopeful that Israel will align its 
African policies according to the current 
situations and challenges facing the people 
of Africa, such as climate change, corruption, 
xenophobia, the protection of African 
refugees, food security, access to water and 
renewable energy, online quality education, 
effective institutions, infrastructure 
development, peace, and stability.”

Lukamba said there were more than 70 
non-African embassies and NGOs which were 
part of the AU, and the accreditation of Israel 
“shouldn’t be seen as an issue” especially 
after engaging with decades of Israeli aid 
and developments in helping countries such 
as Sudan, Uganda, Rwanda, and Nigeria, to 
name but a few.

“If certain African countries have 

AU not budging on 
Israel observer status
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issues with Israel, we urge you to use this 
opportunity to address them directly in 
bilateral discussions with the relevant 
authorities, and ask that these governments 
not discredit this relationship in order to push 
hidden political agendas,” the statement said.

Faki Mahamat accepted the credentials of 
Aleligne Admasu, Israel’s ambassador to 

Ethiopia, on 22 July.
He said last week that he hoped 

the move would contribute to the 
“intensification of the advocacy of the 
AU for the fulfilment of the principle 
of two states and the restoration of 
peace between Israel and Palestine” 
and reiterated the “unflinching 

commitment” of the AU to the 
fundamental rights of the Palestinians.
This included their “right to establish 

an independent national state, with East 
Jerusalem as its capital, within the framework 
of a global, fair, and definitive peace between 

Israel and Palestine.”
Faki Mahamat said the reservations 

expressed by “a few members” about this 
decision justified his intention to include it in 
the agenda of the forthcoming session of the 
executive council.

Israel obtained AU observer status last week 
after 20 years of diplomatic efforts. It had 
previously held the role at the Organisation of 
African Unity (OAU), but was long thwarted 
in its attempts to regain it after the OAU was 
disbanded in 2002 and replaced by the AU.

According to Israel’s foreign ministry, the 
new status could enable the country and 
the AU to forge stronger co-operation on 
various aspects, including the fight against 
coronavirus and the prevention of the 
spread of extremist terrorism on the African 
continent.

The matter is to be placed on the agenda 
of the next AU executive council meeting in 
October.

Jean-Pierre Alumba Lukamba, International 
Executive Director of the African Diaspora for 
Development
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Decision to spend lockdown in SA was fatal
>>Continued from page 1

which she carried around with her in a little 
basket. Further investigation led to the house of the 
suspect in Olievenhoutbosch, where further items 
were found belonging to Kay including her cell 
phone.

Her funeral at Westpark Cemetery may have been 
very small, but the lives she touched throughout 
the world were many.

Rabbi Alexander Carlebach read a moving eulogy 
written by her younger cousin, Gareth Sweidan, 
who was very close to her. In it he said, “Gillian had 
every intention of living life for many years to come. 
Sadly, her aspiration to live a long life was cut short 
by a reprehensible and viciously callous act. Such a 
bright light for those around her, it’s a truly tragic 
loss that such a light has been extinguished.”

Gareth used words such as “formidable”, 
“honest”, “intellectually curious”, and “very bright” 
to describe Kay.

Holding a string of degrees, she was an avid 
reader and was deeply spiritual.

“One cannot talk about the life of Gillian without 
mentioning her love of sport. In her lifetime, she 

would play as many sports as she was able to: 
hockey, swimming, and tennis. But it was the latter 
that hooked her. Tennis shaped Gillian’s life for 
many years, and it allowed her to travel the world 
and meet many interesting characters. She even 
had the honour of playing tennis for her country, 
Israel. She could still play a mean game right into 
her late sixties,” said Gareth.

He described her as a truly altruistic person, 
forever helping those that came across her path in 
any way she could.

“Gillian was passionate about our family and 
its history. She was forever connecting us and 
developing our family tree – always on the hunt for 
more information about our ancestors and how our 
family has managed to span the globe.”

He said Kay lived life fully, and lived with love.
Kay is survived by her sister, Lorna, and brother, 

Eliezer, and countless family members scattered 
around the world who she managed to connect with 
given her passion for genealogy.

The suspects are due to appear in court later this 
month.
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As Cape Town braces for the peak 
of the third COVID-19 wave, 
three generations in one family all 

become infected with the virus.
Giuliana Levetan of Highlands Estate 

as well as her Fresnaye-based daughter, 
Candice, and grandson, who attends Alon 
Ashel Pre-Primary, came out of isolation on 
9 August. “Thank G-d, I had it mildly and so 
did my daughter and my grandson of three,” 
says Levitan. “I have had both my vaccines 
and so has my daughter.”

Communal experts who spoke to the 
SA Jewish Report urged the Western Cape 
Jewish community to observe strict 
COVID-19 protocols and get vaccinated.

“It’s the youngsters that are paying 

the price this time around,” said Dr Solly 
Lison, a Cape Town-based family physician. 
“Many of the older individuals have had the 
vaccine and we have a lot of people that are 
anti-vaxxers – they don’t believe in science, 
and they will pay the penalty. None of us, 
whether they are in the Western Cape or 
not, will escape COVID-19 because it’s so 
very infectious.”

Throughout the province, schools have 
been shut due to contamination scares, 
businesses have closed down permanently, 
places of worship are remaining closed, and 
hospitals are running out of space.

Not only did the Community Service 
Organisation Cape Town Wellness 
Programme report 70 new cases for the 
week on 10 August 2021, but the Western 
Cape recorded the most COVID-19 cases in 

South Africa between 4 and 10 August.
There could be several reasons why an 

average of 22 412 Capetonians tested 
positive every day during that period. 
Lison cites “COVID-19 fatigue”, resistance 
towards being tested for the virus, 
and headaches or running noses being 
disregarded due to Cape Town entering 
the allergy season.

On the other hand, Professor Jeffrey 
Dorfman, associate professor in medical 
virology at Stellenbosch University, 

said the waves 
may have been 
triggered by 
events, with 
raves and parties 
in November 
and December 
contributing 
towards the second 
wave and Easter 
contributing 
towards the third 
wave.

“However, 
working out 
their precise 
contribution to 
the wave with 
any certainty is 
hard,” Dorfman 
said. “Both waves 
also matched the 
appearance in 
South Africa of 
new variants.”

“The Delta 
variant that we 
have now is a 
thousand times 
more able to 
transmit virus 
than the original 
COVID-19,” Lison 
said. “People who 
know they have 
COVID-19 in the 
family say, ‘That 
doesn’t matter, 
my son’s well, he 
can go to school’. 
He goes, and 
contaminates 
everyone else, or 
one of the partners 
disregards the 
instruction to 
stay home and 
goes back to work 
even though 
they have been 
in contact with a 
person who had 
COVID-19. People 
don’t adhere to 
the instructions 
of their doctors 
even though every 

doctor in this town is actually up 
to date with COVID-19.”

The City of Cape Town has 
been testing the sewage outfalls 
regularly in different parts 
of the city and can tell where 
heavy concentration of virus 
particles is located. For a long 
time, it was Sea Point and 
Green Point before spreading 
throughout the city.

Dr Orit Laskov, a GP in Sea 
Point, is dealing with many 
cases of COVID-19 and many 
of her older patients have 
been vaccinated, or partially 
vaccinated, which improved 
their outcomes. Over the past 
few weeks, several of Laskov’s 
unvaccinated elderly and 
frail patients elected to avoid 
admission to hospital before 
succumbing to what she 
describes as “sad and lonely 
deaths”.

By contrast, one of 
Laskov’s fully vaccinated 
older patients recently 
contracted COVID-19 and 
was successfully managed 
at home with a relatively 
mild and uncomplicated 
course, especially given 
their advanced age. A fully 
vaccinated family member, who lives with 
and actively looked after that patient, 
didn’t contract the virus. “I put this down 
to them both having been vaccinated,” 
Laskov said. “It’s clear that vaccination 
isn’t preventing COVID-19 completely 
but is definitely reducing severe illness, 
hospitalisation, and death.”

Dorfman said four real-world studies 
show that many of the currently used 
vaccines prevent COVID-19 hospitalisation 
more efficiently than they prevent 
infection.

“Just within my own family circle and 
close relatives, I’m aware of three deaths 
within the past week,” he said. “It’s here, 
and any worry about the safety of the 
vaccine [there should be little – it’s more 
dangerous to drive your car than to be 
immunised] should be replaced by worry 
about dying or becoming severely ill from 
COVID-19.”

To tackle the increase in COVID-19 
cases in the Western Cape, the Cape South 
African Jewish Board of Deputies (SAJBD) 
is continually engaging with religious and 
institutional leaders. It’s also engaging 
with the community directly via social 
media, and has implored the community 
to continue to stay home, cancel all social 
events and travel plans, and keep Shabbos 
tables exclusively for immediate family.

Tzvi Brivik, the chairperson of the Cape 
SAJBD, said, “Over the past 20 months, 
the Board has met representatives of the 
principal organisations in our community 
including education, outreach, and welfare. 
At these meetings, updated information 
is exchanged about COVID-19 infections, 
new regulations issued under the Disaster 
Management Act, and the level of infection 
in our community. Proposed steps which 

we as communal leaders can take 
to safeguard our community are also 
debated. We have an unprecedented 
level of unanimity within our communal 
structures, of which we are proud. This 
synchronisation has meant that we could 
– as far as possible – keep the infection 
numbers low. In spite of this incredible 
teamwork, we are still experiencing 
unprecedented levels of infection during 
this third wave.”

Some vaccination sites are struggling 
to attract people. “As the vaccine supply 
in South Africa is stabilising, not enough 
people are coming to get vaccinated,” says 
Dorfman. “The minimum age for access 
may be dropped sooner than planned. 
We cannot yet see the effect of vaccines 
because only 21% of the adult population 
has received at least one dose of a vaccine, 
and there is a delay from the time of 
vaccination until it is protective. There is a 
further delay between when people become 
unwell and when they die, so it will take 
even longer before we see the death rate 
drop.”

All the residents at Highlands House 
have been fully vaccinated. The Cape Town-
based Jewish Old Age Home is allowing 
controlled visits by appointment, as 
permitted by COVID-19 regulations. “Our 
people are allowed to come out,” says the 
home’s communications administrator, 
Mathilde Myburgh. “We aren’t enforcing 
isolation after they come back from going 
out in the world, which is something we 
have done historically. Highlands House’s 
outreach work, partnering with the health 
department, is helping other care homes to 
administer vaccinations.”

Lison said COVID-19 would be with us 
for two generations at least, and would 
be dealt with only when there is greater 
immunisation and levels of vaccination.

“Don’t take the chance to get COVID-19,” 
he says. “The after effects are really a 
problem. In spite of the fact that you have 
got through your 14 days and are now 
feeling well, we have people that are dying 
from day 14 to day 30. Sudden deaths, 
strokes, and cardiac arrhythmias without 
warning and later on, we find a lot of 
COVID-19 survivors developing diabetes, 
so it’s a disease you don’t want to meet.”

Cape braces for COVID-19 storm

Not only did the Community 
Service Organisation Cape Town 
Wellness Programme report  
70 new cases for the week on 
10 August 2021, but the Western 
Cape recorded the most 
COVID-19 cases in South Africa 
between 4 and 10 August.

The CSO alert sent out on Friday 6 August 2021
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TALI FEINBERG

A week ago, South African olim and their 
families told the SA Jewish Report about 
their despair in dealing with Israel’s extreme 

COVID-19 travel restrictions. But a lot can change in a 
week, and late on Sunday, 8 August, Israel suddenly 
dropped South Africa from its “red list” of countries.

Updated travel guidelines published by the health 
ministry now put South Africa on the “orange” list of 
countries from 16 August.

“The drop in the status for South Africa from red to 
orange is dramatic,” says former MK (Minister of the 
Knesset) Dov Lipman. “Until this point, for a really 
long time, officially the rule was that travel from South 
Africa to Israel was banned, and travel from Israel to 
South Africa was banned.

“Now, with the change to orange, any Israeli who 
wants to get on a plane and go to South Africa can do 
so. No approvals necessary, no process, just go. When 
they come back to Israel, they’ll have to quarantine 
for seven days. But this has freed people to visit their 
families, and there’s tremendous happiness about 
that,” says Lipman.

If there’s one person who has been there for olim 
and their families during these long months of travel 
restrictions, it’s him. His organisation, Yad L’Olim, is 
“an address that English-speaking olim can turn to, to 
help them with anything they need once they make 
aliyah.” Lipman realised this was needed during his 
time in the Knesset. But the trickle of queries he used 
to receive turned into a flood when travel restrictions 
came into effect.

Looking back on the travel-related difficulties facing 
olim and their families over the past 18 months, 
Lipman says, “The hardest part for me has been 
hearing the pain and anguish amongst olim about 
separation from their families and the inability to 
have happy times with each other, especially when 
you start talking about red countries like South 
Africa. It’s been emotionally hard. I can hear the 
collective sigh and happiness that the status has been 
changed.”

Being on the orange list still has its complications. 
It means that travellers to Israel from South Africa 
must apply for an entry permit at least 30 days before 
their trip. They need to quarantine for 14 days on 
arrival (with the ability to reduce it to seven days by 
having a negative test on day one and day seven).

“To come from South Africa to Israel, one has to go 
through an approval process,” says Lipman. “Officially, 
you’re allowed to do so only if you’re coming to 
visit a first-degree relative. It’s critical that people 
follow the documentation required exactly. They 
won’t even answer people if you don’t have the right 
documentation. That’s a big part of what Yad L’Olim 
is doing today – reviewing people’s documents to 
help make sure that they’re ready. One of the pitfalls 
we’ve seen is people who apply just a few days 
before a flight. It’s very difficult to get them on in that 

situation. We try only in extreme situations.”
He says travel to Israel from South Africa is “for 

people who are vaccinated or have recovered from 
corona[virus], with medical documentation of that. No 
other people are allowed to come, except for children 
under the age of one, who can travel with their 
parents if their parents get approval.”

Even with these regulations in place, being 
downgraded to orange is still good news for many 
olim and their families. When oleh Josh Sher 

described the frustration 
that he and others were 
feeling to the SA Jewish 
Report last week, he never 
imagined that things 
could shift so soon.

“I hope in some small 
way the frustration of a lot 
of people – which I just 
articulated into words – 
helped to drive change,” 
he says. “I am, of course, 
beaming with excitement 
and today I have an 
extra bounce in my step 

knowing that I’ll be seeing my parents soon.”
Speaking to the SA Jewish Report last week, local 

virology expert Professor Barry Schoub said the travel 
restrictions on South Africa were “unnecessary” and 
“the prolonging of the restrictive blacklist of travel to 
and from South Africa by Israeli authorities is difficult 
to understand from a public-health point of view”.

This was because “the highly contagious Delta 
variant has changed the picture significantly. The Beta 
variant has almost disappeared from South Africa, and 
has now been replaced by Delta, similarly dominant 
in Israel.

“There’s no evidence that the circulation of the 
virus is more extensive in South Africa,” Schoub said. 
“It therefore makes little epidemiological sense to 
fear importation of this variant virus into Israel and to 
continue this unnecessary blacklisting of travel from 
South Africa.”

He chose not to comment further after the 
regulations were changed, except to say that he had 
met Israeli authorities in the past week.

Looking back on the travel-related difficulties facing 
olim and their families over the past 18 months, 
Lipman says, “The first challenge has been just having 
the information to know what the rules are. I’ve used 
my Facebook platform to get the word out about 
exactly what the rules are. The next challenge has 

been the number of requests that Israel has received, 
trying to keep up with them, and making sure that 
people who deserve approval get it.”

He has worked with his many connections to try and 

ensure that cases like weddings receive approval.
“There have also been last-minute issues that have 

come up with funerals,” he says. “Certainly, when the 
Meron tragedy happened, that was a critical time in 
making sure that families were able to get here quickly. 
Keeping up with the amount of requests that we [Yad 
L’Olim] get has been a challenge, and that’s why we’re 
expanding our staff.” The organisation is “funded by 
private donors, and by the day, it feels like we need to 
expand. We are certainly seeking people to help us 
succeed.”

They have witnessed people stuck in airports, and they 
have had to reach out to members of parliament in other 
countries to get involved in certain cases. “A lot of people 
have suffered tremendously throughout the year, and 
we’ve tried to do our part to alleviate that suffering and 
make things easier for people,” says Lipman.

As for why this change has happened now, “the 
[Israeli] health ministry is monitoring other countries 
on a daily basis”, he says. “It has decided that since 
people are going to be coming, they’ll be doing a full 
quarantine, and they’re vaccinated, so they’ve loosened 
things up. And I guess there must be something about 
what’s happening on the ground in South Africa which 
took it out of the category of red countries. I don’t have 
those facts and figures, but they’re monitoring them on a 
regular basis.”

Green light for Israel travel as SA goes from red to orange
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Modelling being an adult
The source of  qual i ty  content ,  news and ins ights

When we go to bed at night, we need to be 
able to look ourselves in the eye and feel 
proud – or at least satisfied – with what 

we have done that day or how we are doing in life.
Most nights, I guess, we go to bed exhausted and 

don’t bother to consider much. On other days or 
times of the year, it’s more obvious and we feel the 
need to look at our lives and situation.

As we have just entered the Hebrew month of 
Elul, which is the month preceding Rosh Hashanah 
and Yom Kippur, it’s traditionally time for personal 
stocktaking and introspection.

A number of people I know have a gratitude habit 
and every night before they go to bed, they write or 
make a mental list of all they are grateful for. Others 
consider how far they have got in realising their goals and dreams.

I know that to some it seems absurd to put such pressure on yourself every evening. 
They don’t see the value of looking back on their day and wondering if they treated 
people with respect and did good. Did they say things that would hurt someone? Were 
they honest and did they act with integrity? Did they do something they wished they 
hadn’t, or something they could be proud of?

Even if you don’t make this a habit, you know what you have done and how you have 
done it. It’s hard to escape, as we are generally our own toughest critics.

On the particular day you took a bribe from a traffic cop or had a close shave when 
you were driving and texting, you know what you did. Probably, you’ll find many a 
reason why it was acceptable – “So much corruption in the country anyway”; “It was 
only R50, and he probably needed it more than I did – besides, the shlep of going to pay 
a fine…” I could go on.

But whatever you do, you aren’t just doing it for yourself, you are setting an example 
for others, particularly your children, grandchildren, or youngsters who look up to you.

What example are you setting when you spend the evening running down the 
government or this country? What example are you setting when you spend a Shabbos 
meal discussing how the country has gone to the dogs?

What do your children think when all they hear at home is their parents’ misery and 
anger?

In the piece on page 15, we find out from experts just how this negativity 
– that we mostly don’t think about when we have discussions – is having an 
impact on our children.

Yes, there are problems in South Africa and there are problems in our 
world. Yes, there is antisemitism and racism, and we are faced with economic 
hardship, but if it’s hard for us to face, just how tough is it for our children?

I recall 16 June, 1976, when my parents spoke in hushed tones about how 
life, as we knew it, was over in South Africa. As a little girl, I imagined the 
absolute worst, and was terrified because my parents were clearly fearful. 
I don’t recall what they said, but I remember feeling afraid for what would 
happen in the next few days. Would they send us away? I have always had a 
vivid imagination, and it went wild in the worst possible ways. I was also an 
avid reader and had read The Diary of Anne Frank and other Holocaust stories, 
which didn’t help.

Fast forward to the present, and I realise that during the COVID-19 
lockdown, adults have had little privacy as the entire family is at home. 
Adult conversations that didn’t happen in the dead of night have often been 
overheard by children.

These conversations, our opinions, and the way we live our lives are 
modelled to our children every day. They hear us, and they follow our lead. If 
we think the government is useless, how do we expect them to understand 
our reason for living here?

If you are constantly critical of their school and teachers, should you be 
surprised if they are too and act on this?

If you think it’s acceptable to break certain laws, don’t expect them to be law abiding 
citizens.

We don’t break laws, do we? Well, how many people do you know who travelled to 
other provinces during the recent level 4 lockdown when that was outlawed? And they 
went with their children. That’s just one example. There are many.

I recall the number of people I heard discussing how they had slipped onto the beach 
with their children for a quick swim after that was outlawed in December last year. 
Again, it seems innocent and the law seemed really silly, but swimming in the sea was 
contravening the law. As is walking around outside your home without a mask or not 
social distancing.

The point is, you may be able to look yourself in the eye about breaking those laws, 
but you are modelling that to your children.

They also see how you treat people, and how you treat each other. Do you gossip 
behind people’s backs? Most of us do.

At the end of the day, none of us is perfect. Certainly, I’m far from that. However, I’m 
becoming more and more aware of how I model being an adult.

And while I may not be able to change the world singlehandedly, I certainly can do my 
best to model being an adult for my young ones and those who respect me.

I also believe that emotions and behaviour spread quicker than words. So do 
aggression and positivity. I would certainly rather model positivity and uplifting 
emotions than aggression and negativity. You with me?

Shabbat Shalom!
Peta Krost Maunder
Editor

Jewish Reportsouth african Save our psyche: the benefits of 
physical activity on mental health

DR DANIEL TADMOROPINION

We are living through one of the most 
traumatic times in which uncertainty 
reigns supreme, but we tend to 

focus on the physical consequences and forget 
the devastating impact on our mental health. 
However, positive strides are being made to 
prioritise mental health.

Our sporting heroes are human too. There has 
been an increase in the prevalence of mental-health 
concerns amongst elite athletes, as seen recently 
with Olympic gymnast Simone Biles, international 
cricketer Ben Stokes, and professional tennis player 
Naomi Osaka. There should be no shame about 
protecting one’s mental health.

We are focusing on the negative in what we are 
reading, watching, and discussing. These negative 
triggers can cause repeated mental stressors, 
leaving us in a vicious cycle of mental trauma.

In Cape Town, we are blessed with the wonders 
of mountains, oceans, nature reserves, and 
urban parks. One beautiful thing I’ve noticed 
since lockdown is that more people are getting 
physically active outdoors. The parking lots of 
our favourite outdoor activities are packed on 
weekends. It’s probably the only time I don’t get 
annoyed when I struggle to find a parking!

Increased physical activity has had excellent 
results in treating anxiety and the various anxiety 
related disorders (posttraumatic stress disorder, 
generalised anxiety disorder, and obsessive-
compulsive disorder among them). There are now 
well-described links between physical activity and 
enhanced mental health and well-being.

The Royal College of Psychiatrists in the 
United Kingdom (UK) now recognises exercise 

prescription as a formal treatment modality for a 
wide-range of mental conditions. Added to that, 
the American College of Sports Medicine piloted 
a programme called “Exercise is Medicine” which 
highlights the benefits of being more physically 
active and conceptualises the idea of using physical 
activity as a treatment. It has had promising 
outcomes.

However, there’s still a stigma surrounding 
mental illness which can prevent people from 
acknowledging the benefit that participating 
in exercise can have on their mental well-being. 
The term “well-being”, according to the UK 
government, is defined as a positive physical, 
social, and mental state. This highlights the 
importance of healthcare professionals having 
a holistic approach to care. Mental well-being 
is further described as an individual’s ability 
to develop their potential, work creatively and 
productively, build strong relationships, and 
contribute to their community. Physical activity 
has the benefit of being available to all, is low cost, 
and provides an empowering approach to self-
management.

We know that exercise and physical activity is 
beneficial, but it’s important to know the science 
behind it.

Physical activity improves our 
psyche by:
•  Increasing self-esteem;
•   Reducing stress and anxiety;
•  Assisting in reducing social anxiety;
•  Improving quality of life;
•  Enhancing sleep;
•  Resulting in fewer symptoms of and treatment 

for depression – evidence shows a 20% to 30% 
reduction in depression in adults who participate 
in daily physical activity;

•  Improving cognitive function following aerobic 
activity (jogging, swimming, cycling, walking, 
gardening, and dancing);

•  Reducing cognitive decline – evidence shows a 
20% to 30% risk reduction in developing dementia 
with daily physical activity. Furthermore, it seems 
to reduce the likelihood of experiencing cognitive 
decline in people with dementia.
The cause of these improvements is proposed to 

be increased blood circulation to the brain under 
the stress of physical activity and the influence of 
circulating hormones (the HPA axis – hypothalamic-
pituitary-adrenal axis). Additionally, these systems 
interact with areas of the brain including the limbic 
system (responsible for controlling motivation and 
mood), amygdala (which generates fear in response 
to stress), and the hippocampus (responsible 
for memory formation), to form the beautiful 
symphony of exercise physiology.

We shouldn’t forget about the effects on children. 
Physical activity can help increase self-esteem, 
reduce depression and anxiety, and improve 
cognitive skill acquisition. Playing outdoors can 
assist in relieving symptoms related to attention 

deficit disorder as well.
Along with the 

pandemic, we are 
faced with another 
challenge – “sitting 
disease”. Modern life 
has become focused on 
instant gratification 
and convenience. 
We tend to sit more 
and have become 
sedentary.

Since the pandemic, 
there has been an 
increase in social 
anxiety secondary to 
the lockdown laws 
and forced social 
distancing. Although 
social anxiety is 
prevalent, people seem 
to be more willing to 
socialise outdoors. 
This allows them to 

interact and be physically active in a safe way. One 
thing I like to focus on is that any bit of physical 
activity can be beneficial. I find that telling people 
to exercise is often met with apprehension. People 
are unsure where to start or what type of training 
to do. I rather believe that we should focus on being 
more physically active – walk to the shops, clean the 
house with music, garden with intensity, and dance 
when we want to.

Finally, I’m regularly asked if there’s a “wonder 
drug” that can help people heal quickly and slow 
down the progression of disease. Thankfully, 
physical activity has been shown to be the amazing 
treatment that no drug can achieve. It’s easy, can 
be done anywhere, and is available to everyone. 
You don’t need to be able to run a marathon to be 
healthy, any little bit counts.

Get out, have fun, ask questions, and save your 
psyche!

Please remember to consult your healthcare 
professional prior to embarking on your physical 
activity journey.

•  Dr Daniel Tadmor is a clinical medical officer working 
in Cape Town and completing a Master’s degree in 
sport and exercise medicine. Email questions to him at 
tadmor.di@gmail.com



As Delta wreaks havoc, 
vaccination still our best hope
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Consign in confidence to our upcoming auctions. 
Contact us to meet with one of our department 
specialists for a confidential evaluation.
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Irma Stern - MELON SELLER AT A ZANZIBAR MARKET
Sold for R 1 135 725 

A GOLD ONE OUNCE KRUGERRAND 
MINTED 1967

Sold for R 43 038

A GENTLEMAN’S ROLEX
Sold for R 49 775

Robert Griffiths Hodgins - UNTITLED
Sold for R 478 200 

A GEORGE III GILTWOOD MIRROR
Sold for R 31 083 

AN ALUMINIUM GROUP CHAIR, 
CIRCA 1958 FOR HERMAN MILLER

Sold for R 17 932

AN EDWARD VII KING’S PATTERN CUTLERY CANTEEN,
BIRMINGHAM, 1904
Sold for R 107 595

A 5,01CT DIAMOND PENDANT 
Sold for R 263 010

Pablo Ruiz Picasso - VISAGE A LA CRAVATE
Sold for R 125 527

Keith Alexander - THE SANCTUARY 
Sold for R 508 087

A SET OF CHRISTOFLE AMERICA PATTERN SILVER PLATED CUTLERY
Sold for R 47 820 
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The third COVID-19 wave is ongoing, driven by 
the Delta variant of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. In spite 
of decreasing case numbers in Gauteng, the 

national test positivity rate is still 21% and not all centres 
are past the peak of their third wave.

Of all diagnosed COVID-19 cases in the country by the 
end of July 2021, 3.1% had died (National Institute for 
Communicable Diseases (NICD) weekly epidemiology, 
31 July 2021). Of those cases who were hospitalised, the 
proportion that died was 23% (Jassat et al, Lancet HIV 
2021).

Persons above 60 years of age, those with co-
morbidities such as obesity, diabetes, hypertension, 
cancers, and other chronic illnesses have been especially 
affected with severe illness.

Let’s not forget those who died at home from 
COVID-19 disease and other medical problems due to 
their inability to access medical care during the height of 
the COVID-19 waves when hospitals were overwhelmed.

Both the Johnson & Johnson (J&J) and Pfizer vaccine 
used in the South African rollout are highly effective, 
especially against severe COVID-19, including variants of 
concern such as the currently circulating Delta variant.

Results of the Sisonke trial, which targeted almost  
500 000 health workers with a single dose of the J&J 
vaccine, were released last week and are very reassuring, 
showing 91% to 96% protection against COVID-19-
related death, and 65% to 66% protection against 
hospitalisation.

The vaccine cannot protect against all infections, but 
importantly prevents progression to severe illness. There 
are, however, vaccinated persons who do experience 
these “breakthrough infections”.

Breakthrough infections are less likely to progress to 
severe illness and may be less likely to transmit virus 
to others. We’re still learning about the transmission 
dynamics and duration of vaccine-induced or infection-
induced immunity.

We recognise that at the time of vaccination, it’s 
possible to be asymptomatically infected and incubating 
the virus. This is a particular issue when rolling out a 
vaccine programme during COVID-19 waves.

It’s also common to let your guard down after 
vaccination, to stop practising social distancing, masking, 
and frequent handwashing, and therefore increase your 
chance of exposure to the virus. None of the vaccines 
contain replicating live virus, and COVID-19 infection 
cannot be caused by vaccine administration.

Immunity takes time to build up. Most vaccines will 
provide protection from severe illness from two to three 
weeks post vaccination. Protection after only one dose of 
the Pfizer vaccine is reasonably good, but the second jab 
is required to ensure maximal protection. It is essential 
to continue to take all precautions even after being fully 
vaccinated (mask when indoors with people and keep 
windows and doors open).

Antibody levels decrease over time, but protection 
against severe disease or death lasts longer than high 
antibody levels, probably due to other features of the 
immune system such as protective T cells which are more 
difficult to measure. Antibodies don’t perfectly represent 
protection and aren’t helpful in monitoring the response 
of an individual to a vaccine.

Some countries may choose to use booster doses. A 
country’s decision should be based on factors such as 
global vaccine availability and vaccination coverage of 
the most at-risk population to determine whether to offer 
boosters to those already fully vaccinated.

In South Africa, boosters aren’t currently 
recommended, as the country is still rolling out vaccines 
to those that require their first dose. Studies are taking 
place to assess various “mix and match” vaccine 
combinations, and the results seem promising that many 
different schedules will eventually become available.

For individuals 
who experience 
COVID-19 infection, the recommended interval before 
receiving a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine is at least 30 days to allow 
the body time to recover and so that the vaccine dose is a 
“boost” rather than a “first exposure”.

If you catch COVID-19 between the times of the two 
Pfizer doses, you should delay your second dose until at 
least 30 days from when you recover.

These timespans are guidelines and not cast in stone. 
Generally with vaccines, a longer interval is better at 
boosting immune responses than a shorter interval. 
Some individuals are concerned about what happens if 
they are vaccinated during asymptomatic  
SARS-CoV-2 infection. There’s no documented harm in 
being vaccinated during asymptomatic infection.

There are very few contraindications to SARS-CoV-2 
vaccination. Individuals with a history of life-threatening 
anaphylaxis to any medication or vaccine (in which 
symptoms are sudden closing of the throat, swelling 
of lips or tongue, and difficulty breathing) or the rare 
neurological condition Guillain-Barre syndrome should 
discuss the issue with their doctor as a precaution.

SARS-CoV-2 vaccination can be administered to 
individuals on anticoagulants and with a history of blood 
clots such as previous strokes or heart attacks. Patients 
with malignancies should be vaccinated as they are at 
higher risk of complications from COVID-19 infection.

Patients on immune suppressants or chemotherapy 
can be vaccinated. People living with HIV can be 
vaccinated. In these groups, the vaccine may not work as 
well as in healthy individuals, but some protection will 
likely occur.

Patients with most autoimmune conditions and 
allergies can generally be vaccinated, although they 
should do so in consultation with their doctors.

For pregnant women who have completed the 
first trimester, an increasing number of experts are 
recommending vaccination against SARS-CoV-2. 
Circulating SARS-CoV-2 virus poses a risk to pregnant 
women particularly if acquired close to the time of 
delivery.

Complications can include preterm birth, more severe 
respiratory disease than in non-pregnant women, and 
other complications. The SARS-CoV-2 vaccines are non-
replicating and don’t cross into the foetus. Animal studies 
of SARS-CoV-2 vaccination in pregnancy have shown no 
safety concerns.

In an analysis published in the New England Journal 
of Medicine of more than 800 women who received the 
Pfizer SARS-CoV-2 vaccine during pregnancy, there was 
no difference in pregnancy complications in vaccinated 
compared with unvaccinated women. There was also no 
difference in rates of complication in their infants.

It’s therefore the mother’s choice as to whether she 
wishes to get the vaccine during pregnancy. Ideally 
vaccination should be postponed until after the first 
trimester (14 weeks), as with most medications or 
vaccines administered during pregnancy. Examples 
of other vaccines routinely given during pregnancy 
include tetanus and influenza vaccines. For breastfeeding 
mothers, SARS-CoV-2 vaccination is considered safe, as 
with most other vaccines.

Mild adverse reactions following SARS-CoV-2 
vaccination are common and include fever, chills, fatigue, 
or a mild headache. These usually resolve within a day 
or two.

Paracetamol can be taken to alleviate the symptoms, 
but shouldn’t be taken before vaccination just “in case” of 
symptoms. If you are concerned about any symptom that 
seems severe or unusual, first seek medical attention.

Vaccines are more closely studied for safety than any 
other medication. Information on reporting adverse 
events is available from the NICD website at  
www.nicd.ac.za.

While we are in the thick of the pandemic, we should 
remember that respiratory symptoms or systemic 
symptoms that last several days or worsen could be 
indicative of COVID-19 infection, unrelated to vaccination, 
and warrant COVID-19 testing in the usual way.

By August 2021, the World Health Organization had 
approved a number of vaccines. There are about 19 
different SARS-CoV-2 vaccines being used around the 
world, and more are in human or preclinical trials.

Vaccine research is continuing at speed to deliver 

OPINION

Continued on page 13>>

Some individuals are concerned 
about what happens if 
they are vaccinated during 
asymptomatic  
SARS-CoV-2 infection. 
There’s no documented harm 
in being vaccinated during 
asymptomatic infection.
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“If my father could live his life again, he 
would live it another ten times. He had a 
good life, and helped so many people. He 
lived a hundred years in his 65 years,” says 
Gary Hackner.

His father, Johannesburg property 
stalwart Sam Hackner, passed away on 
Sunday, 8 August, after a battle with 
COVID-19. Husband to Karen and father to 
Gary, Leanne, and Nicci, he was almost 66, 
and had been vaccinated.

“It’s been a very difficult few weeks. He 
got COVID-19 about six weeks ago, and 
went into hospital shortly afterwards. He 
was on a non-invasive ventilator and was 
conscious for the first few weeks. He was 
then sedated for the last few weeks.”

While the younger Hackner 
acknowledges that they didn’t expect it 
because his father had been vaccinated, 
he says, “He wouldn’t have it any other 
way. He didn’t want to grow old. He 
wanted to do everything himself. There is 
never a good time to go, but he went out 
when the party was still pumping. 
His impact wouldn’t have 
changed. He did 
everything he 
wanted to do, 
but I would 
have liked him 
to know the 
impact he 
made.”

The elder 
Hackner was 
non-executive 

chairperson of Investec Property Fund until 
his death. While he had retired some years 
before, it was just one way he continued to 
provide expertise, mentorship, and support 
to Investec, where he built and led several 
businesses. The most notable of these were 
Investec Private Bank and the Investec 
Property Group, which he ran for 38 years. 
Hackner was appointed chair of the fund 
when it listed in April 2011.

He was also the chairperson of 
Growthpoint, the largest property REIT 
listed on the JSE, from 2003 to 2008. 

He was instrumental in 
growing Growthpoint 
from a market 
capitalisation of 
R35 million in 
2002 to about R20 
billion by 2007.

On top of all 
that, he was a 
director of Argo 
Property Fund and 

Argo Real Estate 
Management until  

31 March 2021. 
At the 

time 
of 

his death, he was a director of Platinum 
Hospitality Holdings and the Sunshine 
Tour, among others. He had also created 
his own property development and 
management company, and consulted to 
various others.

Investec Group’s former chief 
executive, Stephen Koseff, often 
spoke to Hackner over WhatsApp, 
even after he landed up in hospital 
with COVID-19. “Then one day, 
the communication just suddenly 
stopped,” says Koseff, describing 
the heartbreaking moment when 
Hackner was sedated and intubated.

He first met Hackner senior when 
Investec bought I Kuper & Company 
in the 1980s, where Hackner was 
a partner. “My dad grew up in 
Durban,” says the junior Hackner. 
“He went to the army, which wasn’t 
easy. He qualified as a chartered 
accountant and came to Joburg, 
where he landed up at I Kuper. He 
and the late David Kuper became 
best friends and partners. It was 
bought out by Investec. He thought 
his time at Investec would be 
temporary, but he landed up staying 
for 35 years.”

Asked what it was about Investec 
that made him stay so long, he says, 
“The culture. They understood him, that 
he needed a relationship-based working 
environment. Career wise he was an 
entrepreneur who worked in a corporate 
environment. He established a lot in 
entrepreneurial ventures, and was integral 
to the growth of Investec. But ultimately, 
his passion was family. That was non-
negotiable. He was also a passionate golfer, 
and helped a lot of professional golfers to 
grow their careers.

“He was friends with the best golfers 
and businessmen in the world,” says the 
younger Hackner. “But he would talk to 
everyone the same way. He made ‘kings 
feel like kids, and kids feel like kings’. 
In our childhood, he would travel a lot, 
building his career, but in the past 15 
years, he more than made up for that. In 
the past few days, I’ve received messages 
from people who say he changed the 
course of their lives. He probably wouldn’t 
remember them because he didn’t realise 
he was mentoring them, and it was so long 
ago.”

In business and in life, “he was very 
relationship-focused. He wouldn’t deal 
with a person if he couldn’t have a good 
relationship with them. He saw people as 
people. But he would leave meetings with 
billionaires to go bath his grandkids. It was 
all about quality time for him.”

Koseff agrees. “He was very smart, 
diligent, trustworthy, and you could leave 
your life in his hands. He was a very strong 
family man. You couldn’t want a better 
partner than Sam. He lived the culture and 
values of Investec.”

The younger Hackner says his father 
was “always prepared”, and Koseff shares a 
story that illustrates this.

“In the early days before computers, he 
would keep every property in his portfolio 
at the back of his diary, in a spreadsheet. 
If you had any questions, he would flip 
to the right page. He really was an expert 
in his field. He was a ‘straight shooter’ 
– he would tell you like it is. And he had 
generosity of spirit, helping a lot of people. 
His passing leaves a huge gap.”

The executive director of the Sunshine 
Tour, Selwyn Nathan, says that he and 
the late businessman first connected at a 
Maccabi event in Durban about 25 years 
ago. “We started playing golf together 
about 20 years ago. He sat on the board 

of the Sunshine Tour and had a huge 
influence on what happened on the tour 
and in professional golf in South Africa for 
a long time. He had a huge impact on the 
growth of young South African golfers.

“One of the things he would say if 
someone was considering a business 
proposition is to ‘let the feeling pass’ 
[consider it with a cool head],” remembers 
Nathan. ‘I’m heartbroken at his passing. 
Spending time with Sam and his family was 
one of the greatest pleasures of my life.”

When his father got sick, the younger 
Hackner created WhatsApp groups to 
update friends and family. “There were so 
many people on the first group that I had 
to open a second one,” he says. When his 
father passed away, he opened the groups 
to allow people to share memories, and the 
pictures and anecdotes flooded in.

The younger Hackner says his father 
lived his Jewish identity by giving to 
others. This could be anything from 
“helping guys go on Maccabi” to “helping 
rabbis live and serve the community”. 
And “every night since he passed, we’ve 
had a different rabbi insisting on leading 
prayers”.

Looking at his legacy, the son spoke of 
his father’s “absolute passion for what 
he did and how he did things. He was a 
father figure to so many. He would thank 
everyone for making his life amazing. He 
learnt from so many, he took it and acted 
on it.”

While lying in his hospital bed, Sam 
Hackner wrote a list of life lessons that he 
called “positive thoughts from the ICU”, 
and his son shares them now: 
1.  Life isn’t a dress rehearsal – don’t forget;
2.  Drink your best alcohol and eat your 

best food with family and friends (now) 
from your best utensils – don’t wait for a 
future you don’t know;

3.  Let your family and friends inherit what 
you can’t reproduce or spend together – 
time, fun, and occasion – material things 
matter f**k-all in the greater scheme;

4.  Make time for family and friends – no 
excuses;

5. Share simchas more than tragedies;
6. Really listen more;
7.  It’s not necessary to be critical when you 

can be mentoring and kind instead;
8.  Live life with humour and positive vibes 

– anger, revenge, and hatred are hurtful 
wasted emotions and sentiments;

9.  Surround yourself with like-minded 
people;

10.  Don’t waste time on what you can’t 
control or influence – life of an optimist 
is far sweeter than as a pessimist.

Sam Hackner, a man who “lived 100 years in just 65”

Nate and Dan Nathan, Sam Hackner and Abdulla al Mabooda 
at the Dunhill Championship, St Andrew’s, Scotland

Sam Hackner

Tribute
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In a string of beautiful coincidences, 
a machzor that was printed in 
Yiddish in Vilna in 1876 has 

resurfaced in Cape Town just 
before the high holidays. Not 
only that, but the address of 
the owner is written inside, and 
it’s the same address that now 
houses a section of Cape Town 
Torah High (CTTH).

“The book was given to 
me by Peter Greenberg. He 
found it in a box of old Jewish 
books belonging to his late 
grandfather,” says Rabbi 
Levi Silman, who collects old 
books and connected the dots 
between the machzor’s owner 
and CTTH’s address. “In this 
collection, some weren’t in good 
condition, some were sent to 
be buried, and some were given to 
charity. This was the only one of the 
very old books that was still intact.”

When opening the machzor, Silman 
noticed that the owner had written 
his name, J. Dick, and his address:  
29 Maynard Street. The address 
jumped out at Silman, because his 
daughter attends CTTH, and that 
address is part of the CTTH Girls 
Campus where she spends much of 
her school day.

Silman was thrilled with the 
discovery, but “I never thought 
anyone else would take an interest 
in it. Still, I posted it on the rabbis 
WhatsApp group. Rabbi Avi Shlomo 

and Rabbi Dani Brett are part of the 
CTTH faculty, and they asked if they 
could have it.”

Silman agreed, and by last Friday, 
6 August, the machzor was back in its 
original home.

Shlomo, the principal of CTTH, says 
he was “really amazed” when Silman 
told him about the machzor, and “the 
fact that it came to him of all people” 
was also really meaningful.

He shared the discovery with 
pupils in the very house where it had 
originally been located. “They were 
blown away. It’s surreal that there’s a 
connection to this house. We rent the 
house as part of our campus, and we 
never knew it had any Jewish history. 
This machzor made us aware of that. It 
looks like the machzor was given as a 

gift, possibly to a child, as there is also 
a child’s handwriting in it.”

They plan to make some kind 
of display or glass box to hold the 
machzor, which is very fragile. Leila 
Bloch of the Jewish Digital Archive 
Project at the South African Jewish 
Museum confirmed that it is “a very 
rare find”.

Meanwhile, Greenberg says, “I had 
an old suitcase filled with Jewish 
books which were in my grandfather’s 
possession which I gave to Rabbi 
Silman. My grandfather was well 
known in the area, but I cannot say 
how he came to be in possession of 
this machzor. However, I recall that my 
maternal grandparents, Major Jacob 
Potashnik and Penina Potashnik, were 
friendly with the Dicks.

“My grandparents lived in Buxton 
Avenue on Oranjezicht. I asked an old 
family friend if she could remember 
anything about the Dicks. She 
couldn’t remember their first names, 
but said that they had a daughter, 
Leonie, and that they also 
lived in Buxton Avenue. I 
cannot say whether this 
Dick family is the same 
as the one who lived in 
Maynard Street.”

The coincidence is 
even more meaningful 
as CTTH is based in 
and around the former 
Ponevezh Shul – a tiny beit midrash 
that was the spiritual home to the 
small number of Jews who came 
to Cape Town from that shtetl in 

Lithuania, escaping Nazi destruction. 
In fact, this week, CTTH learners 
commemorate the annihilation of the 
Ponevezh Jewish community during 
the Holocaust.

“The Jews of Ponevezh were taken 
out of the city and killed between the 
first and the fourth of Elul,” Shlomo 
says. “The shul was established a year 
before that happened by relatives who 
had fled Europe.”

“The Ponevezh community in 
Lithuania was known as a centre of 
great Torah learning and produced 
some of the greatest works of law 
and literature,” CTTH founder Sheila 
Valentini told the SA Jewish Report. 
“The entire community was massacred 
by the Nazis in 1941. The memory 
of these martyrs is now fortified by 
young Jewish adults learning Torah in 
a synagogue that’s named after them 
at the tip of Africa.” In addition, the 
distance between Vilna (where the 
machzor was published) and Ponevezh 
is only 130km.

This isn’t the first time that 
Valentini has come across a Jewish 
coincidence. She started the first 
CTTH class at her dining room table 

in Fresnaye, Cape Town. Soon after 
she moved out of that house, the 
driveway was dug up. “A community 
member was walking past and 
noticed that underneath each brick 
was an engraved Magen David,” she 
says.

The fact that the school landed 
up finding its first home in a 
synagogue was also meaningful, 
as the Ponevezh Shul was about to 
close, but the school occupying the 
building gave it new life.

Now, the shul is in its best shape 
yet as it was recently refurbished 
by a family in honour of two 
family members who passed away 
within two days of each other from 
COVID-19 last year.

The school has come a long way 
since those dining room table 
classes in 2013, and now has “an 
unconventional campus” that 
has expanded around Ponevezh 
Shul. “We’ve never wanted to 
move, as we love the shul, and 

we work closely with 
[nearby] Herzlia school,” 
Shlomo says. As they 
have grown, everything 
has fallen into place. For 
him, the connections and 
coincidences are a glimpse 
into “divine providence, 
reiterating that we are 
exactly where we are meant 

to be. It’s like a little pat on the back 
from G-d, reinforcing that we are 
in the right place, doing the right 
thing.”

Yiddish machzor makes its way home

The first page of the machzor

The brick with the Magen David imprint that was dug 
up from Sheila Valentini’s driveway
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Samuel Hyde
For many, the onset of COVID-19 enabled a reset of 
sorts. As people spent more time at home surrounded 
by family or discovered newfound independence, there 
began to be a recalibration and introspection about 
what’s important to them.

For me, the idea of making a life in Israel 
became more realistic than I may have 
initially thought. I suppose you could 
say my life took a radical shift in every 
way, from leaving the music industry 
for journalism, to making aliyah and 
claiming my indigenous rights under 
the Law of Return.

My aliyah process begun with a 
simple email to the South African 
Zionist Federation just less than a year 
ago, but truly, it began two years prior 
to that on a tour to Poland, where I set 
out to discover my roots and engage with 
the Holocaust at an academic level.

With the mandatory free time the initial 21-day 
lockdown brought us, I felt myself reflecting on my 
experience in Poland, searching for the sequel to the 
Jewish story. I watched endless hours of speeches and 
debates, read dozens of articles and books, listened to 
Jewish and Israel rights activists, and became hooked 
on engaging at a deeper level with Jewish liberation 
through Zionism.

I suppose the strangest part of the aliyah process, 
besides the obvious feeling of leaving a country you’ve 
grown up in and family behind, was the bonds you 
make with those embarking on the same journey as 
you.

You form an instant connection with these people, 
most of whom you’ve never met before. You share 
arguably the most important experience of your life 

with strangers. You get to know them instantly, as if 
you’ve been friends for years, and when quarantine is 
over, you disperse to opposite ends of the country. For 
a week, I stood on my balcony watching passers by – 
the mother pushing her child in a pram at midnight, 

the suited businessman riding a bicycle to 
the next door high-rise finance centre, 

and the ultimate joy and freedom 
as children, teenagers, and the 

elderly walked the promenade 
lit by the blazing middle 
eastern sun and engulfed in 
euphoric freedom.

As I took my first steps 
onto the streets of Tel Aviv, 
I felt as if the moment was 

transformed into an expertly 
edited film. With every step, 

I was struck by a flashback 
of walking the gravelled soil of 

Auschwitz-Birkenau. I was in two 
places at once – tragedy and liberation.

Now, a political journalist, proud Zionist, and Jewish 
activist, all the concepts, articles, talks, and ideas I held 
so close to my heart had become reality. I had become 
part of those who are the realisation of our ancestors’ 
dreams. Already, being in Israel is more than just 
existing here – it’s a home for the homeless; freedom 
for those previously shackled; Jewish liberation; 
it’s historic; but most importantly, we are all here 
knowingly or sub-consciously to better the Jewish 
destiny for future generations. If not now, then when?

(Samuel Hyde is a political journalist and Jewish and 
Israel rights activist based in Tel Aviv, Israel. He studied 
antisemitism and the Holocaust at academic level, and aims 
to redefine the way in which the non-Jewish world interacts 
with Zionism.)

Strange but familiar – first days as a SA oleh
Two weeks ago, one of the biggest groups of olim left South Africa to live in Israel. We caught up with a few of them.

Daniel and Lolly Onay
Our aliyah is something we planned and 
thought through for the past two years. As 
much as we planned, we eventually 
realised that aliyah is something 
that requires you to let go of your 
emotions, uncertainties, and the 
unknown. It requires a lot of 
faith, positivity, determination, 
and focus.

Though we started the 
process two years ago, our 
plans were halted by COVID-19. 
We opened our aliyah file with 
the Jewish Global Centre, and after 
many attempts, finally submitted all our 
documentation. Once we were approved, the 
Jewish Agency were a pleasure to deal with. 
They swiftly got our aliyah approved, and 
before we knew it, we were given our date.

The past few months were a roller coaster of 
emotions, between selling our house, packing 
up our lives, and saying goodbye to our families 
and friends. Other than uprooting our lives and 
leaving everything familiar, saying goodbye to 
family was the hardest. With this in mind, we 
kept focusing on the decision that we believed 
to be correct for our family’s future.

We boarded a flight to Ethiopia that we were 
told was the largest aliyah flight since 1994. 
Seeing such a huge number of South Africans 
making aliyah was inspirational, and it was a 
brocha to be a part of this historic flight. Our 
children, many of whom had not been 
on an aeroplane before, embraced it, 
and faced the flight with courage and 
commitment.

Upon arrival in Israel, we were all 
ushered into a hall for COVID-19 
testing and to receive our aliyah 
documentation and some aliyah 
benefits. It took hours to be processed, 
but we were all still full of adrenaline 
and you could feel the excitement in 
the air.

Much to our dismay, the majority 
of the olim’s luggage didn’t arrive at 

the airport, and we had to document it with 
the airline. Although there were difficulties, we 

were amazed at the effort that the 
Jewish Agency and Telfed put 

in and how they managed 
to arrange for all the 

luggage to be delivered 
to us in our bidud 
(quarantine) hotel.

We were put up 
in the beautiful Dan 
Panorama Tel Aviv 

Hotel for isolation over 
the next eight days. Of 

course, this could change if 
any of the two COVID-19 tests 

came back positive, but fortunately, that didn’t 
happen. The food was plentiful, and somehow 
the days flew by. We took it as an opportunity 
to catch our breath after a chaotic couple of 
months, and before we knew it, we were on the 
way to our new home.

Arriving at our new home in Even Shmuel, 
a small religious yishuv in the south, felt like a 
dream come true. Being reunited with family 
who had made aliyah more than four years ago 
was beyond special – in fact it felt strangely like 
we were home!

We know it will take time to settle in 
properly, learn the language, and integrate. It’s 
a journey we will embrace completely and look 
for all the good that our beautiful country has 
to offer.

Hymie Ehrlich
Leaving South Africa and 
coming to Israel on aliyah was 
the next step in my life. I have 
no regrets. I spent many 
happy years living 
and working in 
South Africa 
as a doctor 
until the age 
of 90. As my 
daughter 
and son-in-
law prepared 
for their 
aliyah, they 
encouraged me to 
join them and the rest 
of my family, relatives, and 
friends in Israel.

The seven days of bidud 
(isolation) were no hardship 
for me, as being over 70, I 
was able to go directly to 
my children in Modi’in, and 
quickly fell into the routine 
of helping with daily chores. I 
received a warm welcome from 
many friends as well.

The fact that our baggage 
was delayed didn’t bother me, 
as I had sufficient clothes in 
Modi’in from previous visits 
here.

When the first of my 
children left South Africa on 
aliyah in 1987, my wife and I 

promised to visit them every 
year, and I’ve been here about 
40 times since then.

As soon as the quarantine 
period was over, the family 

arranged a few days 
away together at 

a moshav near 
Tiberius, where 
I swam in the 
Kinneret and 
spent three 
days with 

my children, 
grandchildren, 

and great-
grandchildren.

At this early stage of 
aliyah, I approach every day 
with the excitement of a new 
day in a new country, and 
reconnecting with so many 
friends and relatives.

New olim have unique fears 
and anxieties, but I know that 
my children are there to ease 
the transition for me, and I’m 
very comfortable with the care 
and concern they’ve shown me.

Although I’m living with 
my son and daughter-in-law 
in Modi’in, I look forward to 
spending time also in Kfar 
Adumim with my daughter and 
son-in-law, granddaughter, 
great-granddaughter, and 
extended family.

The Onay family. Lolly, Shai, Ashira in the back, Rephael, 
Yonatan, Dan front
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Internationally acclaimed futurist Clem 
Sunter says that when he wrote his latest 
book, Thinking the Future, he believed 

South Africa’s chance of overcoming its 
most negative scenario was 70/30. After 
July’s looting and violence, the odds slipped 
to 50/50.

Following the clean-up by the community 
and the spirit of renewal that went with 
it, these odds went back up to a more 
optimistic 70/30. But Sunter is clear that 
the odds of surviving anarchy and a failed 
state are still far too tenuous, and wouldn’t 
be tolerated in many countries, where the 
government would be voted out.

He told a SA Jewish Report webinar titled 
“South Africa – Thinking the Future” on  
5 August that creating an inclusive 
“people’s economy” was even more 
important for South Africa than fighting 
COVID-19. In fact, he said, we should treat 
this challenge like we did the pandemic, 
using it as an inflection point to change 
direction from a “cautionary tale of 
increasing unrest, leading to total anarchy” 
to a future of growth and inclusion.

Sunter is famed for developing 
scenarios and weighing up what we can 
do to influence the possibilities – what he 
describes as “thinking like a fox”. He has 
written 20 books, and advised politicians 
and businesses across the spectrum, 
including doing scenario planning for South 

Africa’s mining colossus, Anglo American, 
where he headed up the gold and uranium 
division in the 1990s.

He’s clear about the immediate red 
flags for a “cautionary tale”. They include 
more incidents of looting and destruction; 
factional battles in the African National 
Congress (ANC); and “other parties” 
capturing the popular vote. Increasing 

anarchy also increases the odds 
of totalitarianism, endangering 
personal freedom.

“The ANC must forget about 
old-fashioned socialism – it’s done 
nothing for countries like Russia, 
Cuba, Venezuela, and North 
Korea,” he said. “We have to create 
an entrepreneurial economy.”

China, which is about to 
outstrip the United States 
(US) as the dominant global 
economy, has shifted towards 
entrepreneurialism while 
remaining politically autocratic. 
To a certain extent, we’re ahead 
of China, Sunter said, in that we 
already have a democracy. Now, we 

need to create a people’s economy.
In the changing world of work, small 

business is the job creator. As an example, 
the South African mining sector used to 
employ about 600 000 people, but this has 
been reduced to only about 200 000.

Turning this pattern around requires 
a “bottom-up” energy like the recent 
community initiatives following the 
looting. “We need entrepreneurial hubs. 
We need stock exchanges in each major city 

where people can float their businesses. 
We need crowdfunding initiatives, banks 
need to microlend, and big business 
should commit 20% of its supply chain to 

Focus on entrepreneurs, Sunter urges SA at the crossroads
nurturing small business,” he said.

Like we did with COVID-19, we should 
set up an entrepreneurial council made up 
of experts in business creation – Sunter 
mentions Adrian Gore, even Elon Musk in 
this regard – which meets regularly, sets up 
measurable deliverables, and reports back 
to the public regularly.

Private property and tenure are crucial to 
the process of wealth creation. They must 
be protected and encouraged at all costs, he 
said.

“We cannot have an unemployment 
rate of 35%,” Sunter pointed out. Black 
economic empowerment, which “had its 
place in an economy dominated by white 
business”, improved the lives of only a 
small minority, and won’t resolve youth 
unemployment. It must change.

“Education is the number one 
determinant of a winning nation,” he said, 
referring to powerhouses like Singapore, 
where teachers are highly paid relative 
to other professionals. We must improve 
our education system and make full use 
of technological devices. “We need the 
technological equivalent of an iPhone in the 

hands of every kid in South Africa,” Sunter 
said. And we need to stem the skills exodus.

Asking who our heroes are, he said we 
need to shift our reverence to inventors 
and entrepreneurs like Siyabulela Xuza, 
who built a rocket and invented a cheaper 
form of jet fuel. “We should be worshipping 
these guys. The US wasn’t made great by 
politicians but by people like Ford, Disney, 
Gates, and Jobs.”

“Like Julius Malema, I’m an economic 
freedom fighter,” Sunter said. “I just believe 
in freeing up the economy, not closing 
it down. Wouldn’t it be great if we could 
change his views – he has access to a lot of 
support amongst the youth after all.”

Ultimately though, he doesn’t advocate 
coalitions with the Economic Freedom 
Fighters, but with a “better run ANC which 
is prepared to work with the private sector”.

“I hope Cyril [Ramaphosa] hears this 
message. So many talented people would 
love it to happen, and would give their 
time and effort to it. There are choices. If 
we roll up our sleeves and create a people’s 
economy, we could create a different 
future.”

Clem Sunter

“There are choices. If 
we roll up our sleeves 
and create a people’s 
economy, we could create 
a different future.”

Pick n Pay’s Wendy Ackerman received the Forbes 
Lifetime Achievement Award at the Best of Africa 
Awards ceremony in New York City on 6 August.

The Forbes Best of Africa Award highlights business 
personalities who have a record of creating and building 
global businesses that make a far-
reaching and positive contribution to 
the development of Africa.

Ackerman joined her husband, 
Raymond, at Pick n Pay when he 
acquired the company in 1967, and 
was the first woman director of a retail 
chain in South Africa. She retired 
from the board in 2010, but remains 
involved in the business as honorary 
life president.

Ackerman was instrumental in 
developing the Pick n Pay brand, 
particularly its social responsibility 
ethic, helping to embed the company’s 

core value of “doing good is good business”.
Her work to empower and promote women has 

been a hallmark of her efforts at Pick n Pay. She was 
instrumental in getting women recognised as senior, 
career-oriented employees in the 1970s. She continues 

to fight for women’s rights today, 
notably through her involvement in 
and support for the 1000 Women 
Trust, which she helped form after 
being introduced to the concept in the 
United States.

In the 1970s, the Ackerman family 
established their first philanthropic 
venture, the Ackerman Family 
Educational Trust. In 1997, Raymond 
and Wendy celebrated the 30th 
anniversary of the founding of Pick 
n Pay by creating the Ackerman Pick 
n Pay Foundation, with substantial 
investment for philanthropic purposes.

Ackerman gets lifetime achievement award

Wendy Ackerman
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Give us the background to this book.
The thread throughout the book is my 27-
year link with Norwood serial killer Kobus 
Geldenhuys. But it’s much more than that. It 
deals with a volatile South Africa in transition, 
the hot metal newsrooms of yore, and the 
inevitable racism in news reportage. A central 
theme is also my dance with the dark, and some 
of the sinister and sensational stories I covered 
during the heydays of the early 1990s.

How was your life impacted by the 
Norwood serial killer?
It was without doubt this story that made my 
name as a crime reporter. To get this close 
to a serial killer was the stuff of Hollywood 
blockbusters. Are people born to become killers, 
or does their environment mould them into 
the monsters they become? But what I grapple 
with most of all is that I believe we’re all capable 
of going over the edge. Ordinary people can 
commit extraordinary acts of violence.

What inspired you to write this book now?
Everyone has a book within them. I’ve wanted 
to try my hand at writing a book for a long time. 
Without giving the game away, an approach by 
a television production company on the back of 
the killer’s parole application gave me pause for 
thought. My head is still spinning around the 
fact that a television series is in preproduction 
on my first book, or even that a radio station 
wants to do a serial podcast on it. It feels surreal.
You were a crime reporter, so this was one 
of many crime stories you told. Why does it 
still haunt you?
Because I got up real close and personal with 
a man who raped and killed several women. I 

looked into his eyes just after he was sentenced 
to death. I crossed the line. I had broken a 
quintessential credo of journalism to stay out 
of the story. But in those days, the story was 
everything. Each investigation devoured me and 
spat me out, and I just rolled onto the next one. 
Landing headlines is what defined me.

Describe the killer you met then?
Vanilla plain and awkwardly ordinary. But then, 
serial killers are never the vengeful behemoths 
we conjure up in our nightmares. He seemed 
tired. In fact, when the police finally arrested 
him, he said as much. But what shook me to 
the core was that I unearthed a tarnished shard 
of humanity in his twisted soul. No-one in my 
newsroom could ever understand how this could 
be possible. After all, the rapist/killer had cut 
a swathe of terror through my neighbourhood 
and destroyed families.

What do you think of this man now?
That would be giving the game away. It’s central 
to my book. What I can say is that as much 
as I’ve borne witness to man’s inhumanity to 
man, I still believe intrinsically that there’s good 
even in the worst of people. I’m a deep empath, 
which for a crime reporter is an obvious flaw.

Norwood is traditionally where many 
young Jewish people live. Describe how it 
was then.
It was where I lived and loved. Restaurant 
owners knew my name and what my favourite 
meal was. Coffee shops knew how I liked my fix, 
and many first dates were shared over a glass or 

two of wine. Norwood was trendy, upbeat, and 
had a heady kind of rhythm. And it was safe. I 
would walk home down Grant Avenue from a 
late-night spot without a care in the world. It 
was my medinah (land).

During the killer’s reign of terror, it became 
like a ghost town. Razor wire and burglar bars, 
so uncommon to the neighbourhood, became 
permanent fixtures. Single women moved out 
en masse.

In terms of being a crime reporter, did this 
story change how you felt about what you 
did?
It defined me. Cracking the front page week 
after week was the stuff of pure adrenalin. I had 
set the bar high. It was a difficult act to follow. 
And, in spite of how close I had come to evil, I 
never slammed on the brakes. I kept chasing the 
headlines.

What was it about crime that you found 
fascinating?
Most people I know have this morbid 
fascination with crime. I’ve read so much about 
how people delve into this genre, perhaps as 
some form of odd escape or an interest in good 
versus evil. Perhaps it makes them feel lucky 
not to have become one of the statistics.

There was a stage during my news reporting 
life when I considered studying criminology 
part time. I just don’t think I’m clever enough.

Looking at the crime situation today, 
would you say it’s worse or better?
Crime is crime. Victims are victims. There’s no 
better or worse. For those left behind, each 
tragedy leaves an overarching void that can 
never be breached. What I do know is that 
the justice system is deeply flawed, our police 
services are over-stretched and lacking, and our 
prisons are bursting at the seams. It seems too 
easy to get away with violent crime.

You now run a successful media 
consultancy. What made you decide to 
leave your life as a journalist?
Seven cameramen died in the space of 16 

months before our first democratic elections. 
One of them was The Star’s chief photographer, 
Ken Oosterbroek. Then, Pulitzer prize-winning 
photographer Kevin Carter took his own life. 
His iconic photograph of the vulture eyeing a 
starving child in the Sudan is seared into my 
brain forever. These were my colleagues, my 
friends. I had worked with them on so many 
stories. The grief in our newsroom was palpable.
I also didn’t want to become a jaded old hack. 
I still wanted to delight in the rainbows across 
the skies after a Highveld thunderstorm, and 
in the entirely enchanting sound of a child’s 
laughter. I needed to turn my back on news. It 
was the hardest decision I have ever made.

Why did you choose media consulting as 
your second career?
I’d dabbled in lecturing journalism. I worked 
as Johannesburg bureau chief on a women’s 
magazine. I landed my own talk show, albeit at 
the bum end of the week. It was still my spot.

But it was three abysmal months in a 
stereotypical public relations agency that was 
the last straw. I couldn’t stomach the candy 
floss in a world which was hardly the stuff of 
butterflies and sunshine.

When the agency made me its so-called head 
of media, I thought, “Stuff it. I can do this on 
my own. I can wear two hats quite comfortably: 
the client’s and as a former news hack.” It’s an 
insight that has served me well.

Do you ever miss being a reporter or 
working on a newspaper? If so, what do 
you miss?
With every cell in my being. It was an 
adrenalin rush. No day was ever the same. 
I watch breaking news now and rail loudly 
against the television or radio reporter for not 
asking obvious questions. And I know exactly 
what stories in the news would have had my 
name all over them. I’ve never been in short 
supply of chutzpah, but covering violent crime 
takes guts and I’m not sure I have that edge 
anymore.

Any thoughts on another book? If so, what 
would it be about?
Eish! This one was akin to giving birth (or so 
I’m told since I don’t have a child of my own). It 
literally was birthing a book. Blood, sweat, and 
tears. I sobbed at my keyboard, I fought to find 
the right words, and I ploughed through acres 
of research. I cried when I finally hit the send 
button on my manuscript. And I wished with all 
my heart that my beloved late parents could be 
part of this.

Could I do it again? Perhaps. But if there’s a 
next time, maybe I’ll do something on my line 
of work right now. So many brands are ignorant 
when it comes to dealing with the media.

Maybe I’ll call it, “How not to put your foot 
in it.”

Janine Lazarus: the story that took its toll
Media consultant Janine Lazarus has just published a book that was inspired by her experience as a Sunday Times journalist covering a serial killer who operated in 
Norwood, the suburb in which she lived. The SA Jewish Report speaks to her.

Janine Lazarus

A collection of articles written by Janine Lazarus on Kobus Geldenhuys
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Debating life’s meaning at a time of existential crisis
MARK OPPENHEIMER

What inspired you to bring out this book?
Now is a pivotal moment to engage with life’s 
biggest question: what’s the meaning of life? 
So, we approached Professors David Benatar 
and Thaddeus Metz, world experts in the 
field. Benatar is professor of philosophy at the 
University of Cape Town. His books include 
Better Never to Have Been and The Human 
Predicament. Metz is professor of philosophy 
at the University of Pretoria. He has often 
been credited for having helped develop life’s 
meaning as a distinct field in Anglo-American 
philosophy over the past 20 years. They 
have very different views on what makes life 
meaningful.

Benatar is sceptical. He thinks that if you 
zoom out and consider each of us as a speck 
on a pale blue dot in a cold universe, our lives 
have truly little meaning. Metz takes quite a 
different view, which is that we can each pursue 
truth, beauty, and goodness in our lives and find 
meaning in these.

Why is this book necessary right now?
Now more than any time in the past few 
decades, humans have had to isolate. With 
isolation comes reflection about the nature of 
our existence, and questions about whether 
this new isolated existence is meaningful at all. 
Asking what we need to lead meaningful lives 
is particularly important at a time when we are 
struggling to find any meaning at all.

This book is a group effort. Explain how 
it came about and why these particular 
people are involved.

We (Jason 
Werbeloff and Mark 
Oppenheimer), the 
interviewers in this 
book, have long-
standing friendships 
with Metz and 
Benatar, the experts 
in this field. Jason 
studied under Metz 

and Mark under Benatar. We felt that Metz 
and Benatar were obvious choices for the book 
because of our personal connections to them, 
but also because they are so widely published 
and recognised for their work on meaning.

What did you hope to achieve?
We wanted to write an accessible guide to life’s 
most important question. And we think that the 
authors are perhaps the most knowledgeable on 
earth about this topic.

Who do you wish to appeal to?
Readers of the SA Jewish Report – all four of 
the authors are Jewish – and Jews have a 
long history of thinking about life’s deepest 
questions. More broadly, the book is designed 
for anyone who has a yearning to know more 
about what life is about.

At this moment in South Africa, what are 
the challenges to leading a meaningful 
life?
Because South Africa was late with its 
COVID-19 vaccines, we’ve had to suffer a long 
series of waves that have shut down our lives.

On the one hand, we try to find personal 
meaning at a time when we’re having to choose 
between isolation and risking our health. 
On the other, we also live in a country with 
enormous political and socioeconomic volatility. 
So, we’re trying to find meaning in this 
embroiled landscape.

What do you hope your readers will take 
home from this book?
The underlying idea of the book is to inspire 
people to reflect on their lives and take action 
to lead a meaningful existence. Part of that 
exercise is to think about the kind of person 
that you can be and the kinds of activities 
you can engage in to find meaning: the search 
for truth, beauty, and goodness. We explore 
these in some detail so that people can walk 
away ultimately leading better, richer, more 

meaningful lives.

The style of the book (interview format) is 
unusual. Why did you choose it?
Dialogue is helpful because it doesn’t present 
just one position. Each of the individuals 
involved in this discussion has a different 
position on the meaning of life. So it seems 
more likely that the reader will resonate with at 
least one of us. The four authors had a chance 
to argue and respond to one another, and you 
can really get into the nuts and bolts of each 
person’s position and stand behind at least 
one of the speakers. Who knows, perhaps after 
reading this book, you’ll change your mind.

•  Conversations about the Meaning of Life is 
available on Amazon: http://smarturl.it/
MeaningOfLife

OPINION

If you’ve been wondering about the meaning of life, you’re not alone. Mark Oppenheimer and co.’s new book, Conversations about the Meaning of Life, has some answers from 
world-renowned experts. Asking “What do Mother Teresa, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and the exploration of Mars teach us about the meaning of life?” they discover the answer isn’t 
42. The SA Jewish Report asked him more questions.

>>Continued from page 7
As Delta wreaks havoc, vaccination still our best hope

new modes of administration such as via the oral 
route, as well as second-generation vaccines. The choice 
between vaccine preparations is based on availability, 
cost, storage requirements, the dose regimen, and target 
population.

Differences in the magnitudes of effect reported 
from phase 3 clinical trials might be related to factors 
other than effectiveness, including differences in trial 
populations and locations, the timing of the trials 
during the pandemic, and study design. The key aim 
of vaccination is to reduce the risk of severe illness, 
hospitalisation, and death due to COVID 19.

Hopefully, by September, the number of persons 
vaccinated against COVID-19 will have increased 

significantly, and the number of new cases will decrease. 
We need to continue to apply all COVID-19 prevention 
measures at home and in the community.

Without these factors, the Rosh Hashanah period may 
herald an increase in cases and hospital admissions and 
deaths. Vaccines are our most promising intervention for 
curbing the pandemic. They save lives, livelihoods, and 
healthcare systems, even as we get hit by further waves 
and inevitable new variants.
•  Professor Lucille Blumberg is a clinical microbiologist, 

infectious diseases specialist, and deputy director at the 
NICD.

•  Dr Melinda Suchard is the head of the Centre for 
Vaccines and Immunology at the NICD.

Thaddeus 
Metz
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TALI FEINBERG

For the #MeToo generation, intimacy co-
ordination has become a vital role on film 
and television sets – one that didn’t exist 

until recently.
“One of the main purposes of intimacy co-

ordination is to advocate for the safety and 
privacy of the performers,” says Natalie Fisher, 
a local dancer and choreographer who recently 
added intimacy co-ordination to her skills 
set. “This ensures that everyone on set 
adheres to physical boundaries and 
understands the importance of 
establishing codes of conduct.”

Before the inclusion of 
intimacy co-ordinators on 
film and television sets, the 
situation was “completely 
appalling”, says local intimacy 
co-ordinator Sara Blecher. “I 
don’t know a single actor who 
doesn’t have a horror story 
about an intimate scene.”

A filmmaker, director, and 
producer, Blecher is a leader in the 
intimacy co-ordination field in South 
Africa and globally. The need for trained 
intimacy co-ordination is so great, she and her 
business partner have been approached by 
Netflix to train cohorts in Europe, the Middle 
East, and Africa.

“The best way to understand what an 
intimacy co-ordinator does is to think of it 
like a stunt co-ordinator,” Blecher says. “It’s 
choreographed to make it look as real as 
possible. While it has to be compelling for the 
characters’ journeys, it also has to be shot in a 
safe way. It’s about ensuring absolute consent, 
choreographing it shot by shot, taking away 

embarrassment, and allowing actors to know 
what to expect from each other.”

“Degrees of harassment and coercion are 
checked and resolved, resulting in a pleasant 
work environment for all,” says Fisher. “More 
than that, it’s important that all sexual scenes 
are simulated. Skill is required to make it appear 
real for the viewer. However, it’s completely 
enacted for the camera or on stage. I like 

to establish respect 
between the 

performers 
through 

workshops 
prior 
to the 
actual 

performance. 
During this 
time, we build 
performances 
through play, 
consent, and 
imagination.”

While one may 
think that intimacy 
co-ordination is needed 
only for sex scenes, Blecher says it’s for any 
intimate scene, “for example nudity, or a mother 

holding a child to her breast, or a nurse caring 
for an elderly man”.

Blecher chose this speciality after attending a 
film festival in Berlin in 2019. “I went to a talk 
about intimacy co-ordination. It was the first 
time I had heard of such a thing, and it blew my 
mind. As a director, I understood the problem 
of intimate scenes, that they could potentially 
be damaging or dangerous. This is especially 
true in the South African film industry where 
there aren’t budgets to ensure the emotional 
well-being of actors. Intimate scenes are often 
rushed through when they should be the ones 
dealt with most cautiously and carefully.”

The talk was given by Ita O’Brien who 
has developed intimacy co-ordination as a 
profession. Blecher eventually trained with 
her, part of a group of women from around the 
world who were among the first people to be 

trained in the profession. Blecher then set 
up a company, Safe Sets, with Kate 

Lush to develop intimacy co-
ordination in South Africa.

Fisher choreographs for 
television commercials, 
theatre, and movies, 
working with dancers, 
actors, singers, models, 
and extras. “My forté is 
that I really understand 
the dynamics of 

movement in the body 
and between bodies,” 

she says. “I’m aware of the 
complex dynamics at play 

when engaging with bodies 
and people through close physical 

contact.”
She was trained while working as a 

movement coach for an HBO series called 
Warrior in 2018. The producers brought out 
HBO’s intimacy co-ordinator Alicia Rodis 
to train Fisher and a colleague. Rodis has 
pioneered the role of intimacy co-ordinators in 
the United States.

Blecher says that before the start of intimacy 
co-ordination, actors used to make up intimate 
scenes as they went along, were told to get 
together to practice, or were told to do what 
they would do in their own private lives.

“Intimate scenes 
should never 
be rehearsed in 
private,” she says. 
“Many felt coerced 
or violated, but 
that they had no 
choice. Some left 
the profession. 
It was seen as a 
‘day’s job’, but 
these actors need 
to go home to 
their partners and 
families and not 
go home feeling 
violated.”

Says Fisher, 
“When actors were 
confronted with 
performances that 
created moral, 
physical, or psychological discomfort, they 
could be coerced with money or threatened 
with no more work in the industry if they didn’t 
agree to whatever was being asked of them. 
Through intimacy co-ordinators, they have a 
voice and awareness of their legal rights. More 
broadly, this advocacy also applies to the entire 
working team. Establishing an ethic of respect 
improves work relationships between technical 
and creative crews as well as production 
management.”

The #MeToo movement had a major impact 
on the need for intimacy co-ordinators. “The 
profession existed for many years, but it 
became more common after #MeToo, when 
actresses began to talk about what they had 

gone through. It showed that there was another 
way to act intimate scenes safely,” says Blecher.

Says Fisher, “globally, in domestic, 
institutional, and commercial situations, 
obscene displays of power are seen through 
gender-based violence, sexual harassment, 
and coercion. Being an intimacy co-ordinator 
tries to identify and prevent these situations 
before they are played out. It gives people the 
confidence to know their rights as human 
beings.”

Blecher says that on set, she will engage with 
the director on the vision for the scene and the 
characters. Then, she works with the actors, 
getting their consent, and gauging where they 
are comfortable being touched. Each actor 
has their own individual preferences and it’s 
about establishing boundaries. She will then 
design the scene according to the vision of the 
director and the consent of the actors. She 
will choreograph it, and break it down into 
movements.

Intimacy co-ordinators have their own 
challenges. “Individuals with authority, 
such as the director, might feel that their 
creative spontaneity would be disrupted 
with an intimacy co-ordinator on set,” says 
Fisher. “There are times when producers 
haven’t communicated that an intimacy co-
ordinator has been requested by the actors. 
Misunderstanding the purpose of intimacy 
co-ordinators and unclear communication 
sometimes results in being bullied or even 
losing the job.”

Blecher says often the biggest challenge is 
budgets, as every filmmaker thinks about how 
they can do it for less, especially in South Africa. 
But just like a film with stunts is risky without 
a stunt co-ordinator, a film with intimacy needs 
the same. In addition, intimacy co-ordinators 
can find themselves in conflict with directors 
who want actors to give more than they’re 
willing to give. But Blecher says that hasn’t 
been her experience, and she has often worked 
with actors who are willing to give more when 
the environment is safe.

Blecher says directors don’t usually have the 
capacity or resources to ensure actors’ well-
being, and intimacy co-ordinators can take this 
off their shoulders. It’s rewarding to make the 

environment safe and professional. For Fisher, 
“when the energy on set is respectful, trusting, 
and everyone is comfortable, the work is done 
smoothly and generously. It’s immensely 
gratifying.”

Though it’s an exciting new career option, 
Blecher warns that training for it is critical. 
“There’s nothing worse than an untrained 
intimacy co-ordinator – the damage they can do 
is almost worse than not having one. Just like 
someone trying to co-ordinate stunts without 
training, it can hurt people. We need more 
trained intimacy co-ordinators, especially in 
this country.” She encourages anyone interested 
in pursuing this career path to contact Safe 
Sets.

New career path making ‘safe sets’ a reality

Natalie Fisher

Sara Blecher

A scene from HBO series Warrior where Natalie Fisher worked as a movement coach
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NICOLA MILTZ

Have you ever considered the effects of your 
words on little ears?

Children, big and small, have been 
severely impacted by a continuous daily diet of doom 
and gloom and negative news. They are a generation 
born with the spectre of unprecedented crime levels 
and omnipresent poverty-stricken images on street 
corners and television sets. They are being raised 
during an economic recession amidst unacceptable 
corruption, inept leaders, and political upheaval, 
despicable looting, and despair.

This doesn’t include the main trauma of their 
lives right now – a devastating pandemic which has 
upended all of our worlds. They are seeing the people 
they love literally dying or making aliyah; and some 
parents are openly insisting that somewhere over the 
rainbow, the grass will be greener.

It’s been tough. Do we make it rougher for them to 
navigate this never-ending patch of fear and FOMO 
(fear of missing out) by the very words we utter in 
front of them?

Experts in the field of child psychology say we do. 
All of these environmental factors have, no doubt, led 
to an increase in anxiety among our young people, 
and what we say in front of them adds fuel to the fire.

Johannesburg child psychotherapist, Sheryl Cohen, 
has noticed what she terms “an interesting shift” in 
how children relate to the world around them since 
the start of the pandemic.

“I have noticed that children feel more vulnerable, 
helpless, afraid, and frustrated than ever before,” she 
said.

Cohen, who has been practicing for more than 
two decades, said it would be a mistake to assume 
that only children are affected in this way, because as 
adults, we have had the same experience.

“However, as adults, we have more emotional 
resources to deal with distress. We have more 

information at our fingertips; we have more 
comprehension of the facts and less magical thinking 
about the consequences,” she said. “Children, 
therefore, depend on us as adults to feel safe and 
contained.”

Experts agree that the way in which children deal 
with environmental stressors is strongly dependent 
on the way their parents or significant others deal 
with it.

“Children absorb every little thing their parents are 
saying and not saying,” said social worker Stephanie 
Urdang, who works with children.

“The walls have ears, and while adults are 
speaking to their spouses, friends, and 
families, the children are listening. They 
also witness body language and feel their 
parents’ anguish, which has an impact on 
them,” she said.

“When parents grieve for a lost loved 
one, children feel the pain, not only because 
they, too, lost a loved one, but because they are 
sensitive to the emotions felt and expressed by their 
parents at home,” said Cohen.

“How do we as parents speak to our children 
about the world around us? How do we speak to our 
children about South Africa? About the recent looting, 
crime, instability? Aliyah in the air? Are we giving our 
children a feeling of safety and security in the world 
at large? If we aren’t giving our children a feeling of 
safety and positivity towards South Africa, how are 
our children to understand why we live here?” Cohen 
asks.

These are some of the questions she has grappled 
with as a therapist working in private practice in our 
community.

She said children needed to feel safe in the world.
“While there are no guarantees, we need to do 

what we can to assist them. While we might have 
electric fences and sophisticated alarms, what do 
we talk about at the dining room table? Do we undo 

all the security efforts we put into our sophisticated 
systems in three seconds by sharing our anger and 
frustration at the government, the police, and the 
president?” she asked.

We know not to share the recent robbery up the 
road with our children, but what’s less obvious is the 
“style and feeling” we have towards South Africa and 
the world around us.

“Children pick up on those thoughts and feelings, 
and it doesn’t serve them well. While it gives us 
the opportunity to let off some steam, it leaves our 
children feeling unsafe and unprotected in the world 
at large at a time in their lives where they need the 
opposite.

“Feeling frustrated, anxious, upset, and 
disappointed about life in South Africa has become 
the norm. But then, in reality, we continue to live 
here. The discrepancy is a little hard to digest for 
children. Children don’t do well with hypocrisy. They 
don’t like a mixed message.”

While she’s aware it’s a complex issue, she 
said it was important to provide a more balanced 
perspective.

“This would give them the opportunity to integrate 

the positive and negative parts of the outside world 
and live with less stress and a greater sense of 
stability.”

Urdang agrees that balance is crucial.
“Yes, times are challenging and there are 

problems, but we need to balance our views. Yes, 
we were slow to rollout the vaccine, but things are 
progressing rapidly and we have world-class scientists 
and doctors that we can be proud of. Yes, the riots 

and looting were terrible, but we will rise out of 
the ashes and just look at the astonishing 

community initiatives that it gave rise to. 
As parents, we need to emphasise all 

the positives. While we should in 
no way diminish anxiety and pain, 
we need to be mindful and know 
that we have a lot to be grateful 
for.”

When it comes to COVID-19, 
experts say parents should offer 

children comfort and honesty. 
Temper scary information and headlines 

about death with facts and reliable-up-to-date 
information. Speak in a calm voice, and try to sound 
reassuring not panicked.

It’s important to give children the space to share 
their fears, but offer them reassuring information, 
they say. It’s also important to help children feel in 
control by doing things like wearing a mask and 
washing hands often.

Young kids and teenagers worry more about family 
and friends than themselves. For this reason, parents 
should encourage their children to FaceTime or voice 
call their grandparents often.

It’s also important to let them know that it’s 
normal to feel stressed at times. By recognising and 
acknowledging these feelings, children get a sense 
that this too shall pass and life will get back to a new 
normal. This ultimately helps children build resilience 
and inner strength.

Why letting off steam about SA is bad for your kids
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Sometimes we forget to have the most 
important conversations with our 
children. Life is so busy, we are scrambling 

to keep up with school lifts, homework, 
shopping, and extra lessons, and everything else 
that comes along with raising young children.

One of the most important conversations we 
can have with our children is about G-d, because 
everything starts with that.

It’s particularly important to have this 
conversation now, in the time in which we 
are living. The world is filled with uncertainty, 
and helping our children to cope with this 
uncertainty – to manage the trials and 
challenges of life – is one of the most important 
life skills we can share with them.

So, when we begin this conversation about 
Hashem, really talking to our children about 
G-d, we’re actually giving them the tools to cope 
with anything in life, knowing that Hashem is 
always with us, giving us love and strength when 
times are tough and when times are joyous. It’s 
about understanding that He loves us, and that 
our relationship with Him is like the relationship 
children have with their parents – who know 
that what they want isn’t always what they need.

Helping a child to understand who Hashem is 
and how we can develop a relationship with Him 
gives them another tremendous gift for life – a 
blueprint for living with meaning and purpose. 
And the need for meaning and purpose is 
directly connected to our belief in Hashem. This 
is the most important relationship our children 
can have, and part of our responsibility as 
Jewish parents is to give our children a concept 

of this relationship and what it means.
We all want to give over to our children 

their Jewish identity, values, and heritage. The 
foundation of that is our relationship with 
Hashem. He is the author of our Torah. He is the 
creator of our world. And He is the one who gave 
us our mandate to live as a Jew.

But how do we begin a conversation 
about G-d? We aren’t alone on this journey 
of learning and understanding G-d because 
there are generations of Jews who have come 
before us. We form part of a rich, beautiful 
heritage that has within it all of the wisdom 
and knowledge handed down from generation 
to generation, starting at Mount Sinai, when 
G-d first introduced Himself to us and our 
ancestors – three million men, women, and 
children – when He said, “I am Hashem your 
G-d.”

The Torah has within it this incredible, rich 
knowledge and understanding to pass on to 
our children. It’s a gift of our heritage and 
something so special and foundational.

We have the writings of our great sages and 
their explanations, we just need to unpack 
them. If you don’t know where to begin, 
reach out to your rabbi or rebbetzin, or write 
to me. I’m happy to engage with you on this. 
Whatever you do, let’s all find a way of talking 
to our children about G-d.

•  This year’s Generation Sinai on Tuesday  
17 August at 18:00 will give parents and children 
the opportunity to learn together about G-d. You 
can register at chiefrabbi.co.za/generationsinai

Time to talk to your 
children about G-d

CHIEF RABBI DR WARREN GOLDSTEINOPINION

BEN SALES – JTA

Twenty years ago today, a deadly suicide bombing 
in Jerusalem plunged Israel into grief and, for its 
citizens, crystallised a feeling articulated by the 

city’s mayor: “We are in a war.”
The attack at Sbarro pizzeria on 9 August 2001, 

which killed 15 civilians and injured more than 100, 
occurred in a world and an Israel that looked very 
different from today’s.

Less than a year earlier, President Bill Clinton was 
still making a final push for a comprehensive Israeli-
Palestinian peace. Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, who 
had taken office just months before, was still known as a 
fierce pro-settlement hawk, not the leader who would one 
day evacuate Israeli settlements in the Gaza Strip.

And the date of 11 September 2001 – more than a 
month away – didn’t yet signify anything.

In the months and years afterward, the Sbarro 
bombing would come to be seen as a turning point in a 
renewed period of terrorism in which Palestinians carried 
out major suicide bombings regularly and hopes for 
peace crumbled.

Coverage of the bombing and its aftermath in the 
Jewish Telegraphic Agency (JTA) showed how the 
bombing was experienced at the time and how it shaped 
Israel and Jews in the years that followed.

When a suicide bomber tripped the device that tore 
through the pizzeria, Israelis were already grappling 
with the second intifada, or Palestinian uprising, and 
reeling from a series of bombings across Israel. But 
aside from a June suicide attack at the Dolphinarium, 
a Tel Aviv disco, which killed 21 people, most of the 
bombings had few casualties.

The Sbarro attack’s death toll was the second-highest 
of any attack thus far that year and showed that the 
Dolphinarium bombing was no longer an isolated event. 
JTA’s coverage that day demonstrated the shock Israelis 
felt at the bombing, and their understanding that more 
attacks could be on the way.

“I saw so many babies in an awful state,” one 
emergency volunteer told JTA at the time. “I wanted so 
much to help save them all, but there wasn’t enough time. 
I saw dead and wounded, an experience I’ll never forget.”

In the days and months after the attack, Israeli officials 
appeared to hold out hope that Israeli-Palestinian peace 
talks would resume, and one Israeli government minister 
said Israel’s response to the attack should be “reasoned”. 
But Jerusalem mayor Ehud Olmert suggested in a 
statement near the scene of the tragedy that Israelis 
would have to steel themselves for more attacks.

“We tried to do everything to prevent it. Unfortunately, 
this time we weren’t successful,” said Olmert, who would 

later become prime minister before resigning in the 
face of corruption charges. “I fully understand the pain, 
concern, and fear of many people,” he said, adding that 
“we are strong” and “nothing will break us”.

The bombing struck at the heart of Jerusalem’s touristy 
commercial district, and resonated with American Jews 
more than previous incidents. It occurred at a busy 
intersection, near Ben Yehuda Street, familiar to American 
Jewish tourists. Sbarro was a familiar brand back home.

A JTA article about the victims, published about a week 
later, focused on Shoshana Greenbaum, 31, a pregnant 

victim of the attack from New Jersey who was spending 
the summer in Jerusalem as part of a Master’s degree 
programme. Another American immigrant to Israel, the 
New York City-born Chana Tova Chaya Nachenberg, is 
still in a coma 20 years after the attack as a result of her 
injuries.

“She spent her whole life helping people,” said one 
of Greenbaum’s childhood friends. “She was beautiful 
inside and out.”

Thirty-three days after the Sbarro bombing, the world 
was shaken by a far deadlier attack – on 11 September 
2001.

For Israelis, the Sbarro bombing was a touchstone 

in processing the tragedy in the United States. And 
for American pro-Israel advocates at the time, it was a 
symbol of how the two countries were in a shared fight 
against terrorism. Three days after hijackers brought 
down Manhattan’s World Trade Center towers, the Sbarro 
branch would reopen following repairs.

“This is like hundreds of times worse than the Sbarro 
bombing,” Ashira Keyran, a Jerusalem resident, told JTA 
in the aftermath of 9-11. “It’s about intense hatred of 
America, and they don’t deserve that kind of hatred. No 
one does.”

The Sbarro attack entered American political discourse 
as well. About a month after 9-11, JTA reported that pro-
Israel advocates “hoped the 11 September terror attacks 
in New York and Washington would increase empathy 
for the Jewish state’s plight and loosen the reins in 
Israel’s fight against terror.”

When the United States continued to criticise Israel’s 
targeted assassinations of terror group leaders, pro-Israel 
officials accused the Bush administration of “hypocrisy”, 
and one cited Sbarro.

“Why is it wrong or, in state department terms, 
counterproductive, for Israel to target the terrorists 
who bombed the Sbarro pizzeria in Jerusalem and the 
Dolphinarium discotheque in Tel Aviv, but right for us to 
target the terrorists who attacked the World Trade Center 
in New York and the Pentagon in Virginia?” said former 
representative Gary Ackerman. “Is it hypocrisy, or is it just 
inconsistency?”

And more than six years after the bombing, it still 
held resonance for Jewish voters. In the heat of the 2008 
Democratic presidential primary race, JTA reported that 
former US Ambassador Stuart Eizenstat, a Hillary Clinton 
supporter, cited her visit to Sbarro after the attack as 
evidence of her pro-Israel bona fides.

The Sbarro bombing was the second attack in Israel 
that year, with more than 10 dead. Others would follow 
in the months ahead, sending Israel into the worst wave 
of terrorism it had ever experienced and prompting a 
military offensive against Palestinian terror groups in the 
West Bank.

In the years that followed, the impact of the attack 
faded for the general public. In 2004, the Sbarro franchise 
relocated to another spot in Jerusalem. By the attack’s 
12th anniversary, Sbarro had encountered financial issues 
and closed its branches in Israel, which had been taken 
over by another licensee and renamed “Il Fresco”.

In a first-person reflection published five years after 
the bombing, Frimet Roth, the mother of a teenage 
victim, Malki Roth, acknowledged that Israel was then in 
the midst of fighting a different enemy – Hezbollah, in 
Lebanon.

Roth also worried in the article that one of the 
perpetrators of the Sbarro attack, Ahlam Tamimi, would 
be released in exchange for captured Israeli soldier Gilad 
Shalit. That ended up happening five years later, when 
Israel swapped more than 1 000 prisoners for Shalit, who 
was held by Hamas. Tamimi now lives in Jordan.

Roth wrote in 2006 that the families of the victims 
“have been grappling with grief”. Even as the years 
pass, she wrote, “Encountering other Sbarro victims 
strengthens my resolve to keep the memory of this 
crime alive.”

Sparring with Sbarro – the suicide bombing that shook Israel
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Israeli medics and volunteers treat the injured at the site of a Palestinian suicide bombing at Sbarro 
pizzeria on 9 August 2001 in Jerusalem



K ing David Senior Primary Linksfield 
Grade 7 students Jessica Solomon and 
Noah Greenblatt 

won a bronze medal 
in the Upper 
Primary category 
of the Indonesian 
International 
Mathematics 
Competition 
(IIMC), held 
from 27 July 
to 1 August.

The IIMC 
is one of 
the most 
prestigious 
and largest 
maths 
competitions 
for primary 
and 
secondary 

school children in the world. The pair, who 
competed against 600 participants from 30 

countries and five continents to 
solve advanced mathematical 

problems, also earned merit 
awards for the individual 
category. In the initial rounds, 

they competed against more 
than 3 000 children from 

around South Africa for 
selection.

Only 16 children 
were finally selected 

to represent 
South Africa at 
the competition. 

Solomon and 
Greenblatt have 
brought immense 
pride to South Africa, 
King David, and their 
families.

KDL kids a formidable team in global 
maths competition

Jessica Solomon Noah Greenblatt
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All you need to do now is register here  
or scan the QR code

It’s Generation Sinai time again and this year we are talking about 
Hashem. This is the most important conversation of all! 

 Who is God?  
 How do we build our relationship with Him?  

 What does He want from us? 
 Parents, don’t miss this chance to learn Torah together with your kids, 

as we unpack, discuss and discover the incredible opportunities we 
have every moment of every day, to connect to our Creator  

and His goodness.

 www.chiefrabbi.co.za/generationsinai 

 It’s all happening on Zoom: 
 Tuesday 17 August  6PM 

Join us and stand a chance to  

WIN 
  one of 5 Apple AirPods or one of 2 Apple iPads! 

Kindly supported by Scan Me

Ben Abel, who turns 100 
on 11 August, attributes 
his health to an active, 

fulfilled, and balanced life.
Abel keeps physically fit, 

regularly attending yoga and 
pilates classes at the Wellness 
Centre of Melrose Manor, where 
he has lived for 15 years. His 
commitment to regular exercise 
was built many years ago when 
he lived in Greenside and took 

up running, particularly around 
Parkview Golf Course.

Abel is also often at 
Melrose’s social and wellness 
events, and loves its movie 
and music evenings. Well-
known and loved by residents 
and team members alike, 
Melrose commends him for his 
interactiveness, saying that 
it keeps him as healthy and 
engaged as he is.

Abel and willing at 100

Ben Abel

Grade 9 students at 
King David High 
School Victory 

Park recently took part 
in a healthy relationship 
workshop to guide them 
in their journey through 
adolescence. Facilitated by 
Solid Ground and organised 
by psychologist Claudia 
Abelheim, activity and 
discussion helped students 
to understand the difference 
between attraction (what 
you see), infatuation (what 
you feel), and love (what you 
know), as well as consent 
and assertiveness.

Mari De Sousa, Bianca Shimkin, Lee Rumbak, KDVP school  
counsellor Gita Lipschitz, and Bev Lourens participate in a healthy 
relationship workshop

KDVP students get to heart of 
healthy relationships

Children at King 
David Pre-Primary 
Linksfield had an 

uplifting start to the week 
on Tuesday, with balloon 
arches welcoming them into 
school in celebration of Rosh 
Chodesh Elul. The excitement 
and curiosity generated a lot 
of “why” questions in class 
and a discussion about Elul. 
Afterwards, the children sat 
on the tennis court to hear the 
blowing of the shofar by Josh 
Sevitz, King David’s head of 
SOUL and Jewish Life. David Kay, a pupil in Grade R at King David Pre-Primary Linksfield, 

enjoys the balloon arch in celebration of Rosh Chodesh Elul

Arch of Elul at KDPP Linksfield



Don’t leave in fight or flight mode

I’ll just come out and say it. There should be a 
pause on all aliyah applications for six months. 
Like a cooling off period. Because whereas 

going to live in Israel might be the appropriate 
and right decision for all the right reasons for 
many, the decision isn’t a small one. It has major 
implications. It isn’t without its challenges. And it 
shouldn’t be made when we are in fight or flight 
mode.

Even those of us who aren’t psychologists but 
can read, know this. At times of perceived danger, 
our primal instincts kick in. When faced with what 
we think is a threat, our adrenalin surges, and we 
are unable to think rationally. Our need for survival 
takes over, and we quickly assess if we should stay 
to fight, or if we should run for the hills as fast as 
our Jewish flat feet can carry us (which is probably 
not that fast).

The fight or flight instinct has kept us alive – or 
at least running – for generations. It has largely 
worked, and is the most likely reason that most 
Jewish South Africans are alive to tell the tale, our 
grandparents or great grandparents having chosen 
flight rather than fight.

There is a “but”, however. Not every situation 
is life-and-death danger. Not every event is pre-
war Europe, and not every Facebook post from a 
concerned expat is without its own perspective. 
The challenge is to recognise what’s long-term 
vision versus short-term, knee-jerk reaction.

When faced with real danger, the 
implementation of a “flight” strategy correctly 
places survival over every other factor. Other 
factors like financial concerns, education, social, 
and family are moved to the “less important” 
column.

This is perfectly sensible, given that a dead 
person doesn’t need to earn a living or worry 
about who to invite for Friday night. What this 
means is that making a fight or flight decision 

when one is not in mortal danger can result in a 
pretty poor decision.

It’s not just a South African phenomenon. The 
pandemic-related lockdown has made many of us 
jittery and anxious. Our need to travel, engage, 
and feel less “trapped” will undoubtedly result 
in a significant global migration, as people seek 
something new or different. We aren’t alone in 
that. Where South Africa is different is that the 
recent unrest has been particularly unnerving. 
Coupled with lack of faith in the government, and 
there’s little surprise that people are nervous.

But that doesn’t necessarily mean “flight”.
As someone who has lived in several countries 

around the world, I’m by no means suggesting 
that people don’t make aliyah or move to 
Australia. What I’m saying is that the decision 
should be made rationally. Look not only at what 
awaits, but also what you are giving up on. Look 
at the magnificence of the South African Jewish 
community, look at what you are able to do to 
make the country a better place and how that 
feeds you. Look at the education and the medical 
systems that we have in place, and look at fellow 
South Africans from all the beautiful communities 
that make up this insane country. Write down what 
you love about South Africa, and then write down 
the reasons you want to leave.

The suggestion of a pause of aliyah applications 
is, of course, not literal. If anyone wants to go and 
live in Israel, they should be encouraged to do so. 
But there is a major difference between running 
away from something and running towards it.

Communications revolution strengthens SAJBD
A column of the SA Jewish Board of Deputies

This column is paid for by the SA Jewish Board of Deputies

Whatever a post-COVID-19 world will look 
like, the changes the pandemic has 
imposed on how society operates are 

likely to become a permanent part of how things are 
done in the future. This is especially true in terms of 
communications.

Although there will no doubt be a return to some 
degree to how people interacted prior to COVID-19 
with participants at particular events being physically 
present, virtual engagements in the form of Zoom 
meetings, webinars, online conferences, and the like 
will continue to be part of our modus operandi. Not 
that this is a bad thing. Thanks to the communications 
revolution, it has become easier, quicker, and more 
affordable both to organise and participate in all kinds 
of events, from everyday operational meetings in the 
workplace to major public happenings like national 
conferences. As an organisation that operates in the 
communications field to a great extent, the South 
African Jewish Board of Deputies (SAJBD) has been able 
to adapt very well to this ever-changing environment.

Over the past week, Board representatives have 
figured prominently in a host of high-profile public 
engagements. On the local front, Vice-President Zev 
Krengel spoke on the economic and unifying impacts 
of the recent turmoil in KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng in 
an online briefing titled, “South Africa after the unrest”, 
hosted by the Hellenic Italian and Portuguese Alliance 
of SA.

Professor Karen Milner spoke on a panel hosted by 
Habonim titled, “Building back from the brink – a South 
African update with Johnny Copelyn, Khaya Sithole, and 
Rafael Friedman”.

Internationally, President Mary Kluk and Reeva 
Forman spoke on a webinar on South Africa hosted by 
the Australian Jewish National Fund, and past president 
(and Wimbledon veteran) Marlene Bethlehem spoke 
on “Jewish sports people from 1933 onwards” at a 

launch of the German exhibition, “Between Success 
and Persecution”. Professor Milner was a panellist for 
Maroubra Synagogue in Sydney’s webinar on the 
response of South African Jewry to unrest in the country.

This week, National Director Wendy Kahn, along with 
her counterparts on the Board of Deputies of British 
Jews and the Anti-Defamation League, was a guest 
speaker on a webinar titled “Navigating online hate 
and antisemitism” organised by the SAJBD – Cape. 
The Board is also involved in planning meetings for an 
upcoming webinar with local and international input 
on the legacy of the 2001 World Conference Against 
Racism in Durban to mark the 20th anniversary of that 
notorious event.

Israel in Africa
In spite of raucous opposition from a number of 
African states (including, sadly, our own), Israel was 
recently accorded observer status on the African Union 
Commission. In our press statement welcoming 
the decision, we commended the commission for 
enhancing the potential for engagement between 
Israel and Africa in many important spheres. We 
also expressed disappointment at our government’s 
negative reaction to the move, commenting that we 
would have hoped that it would have embraced it as an 
opportunity for constructive engagement and dialogue, 
and expressing the hope that it would reconsider its 
position and make itself part of the positive changes 
that lie ahead.

•  Listen to Charisse Zeifert on Jewish Board Talk,  
101.9 ChaiFM, every Friday from 12:00 to 13:00.
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ABOVE BOARD
Shaun Zagnoev INNER VOICE

Howard Feldman



No deposit, from:

R 3499

Kia Rio
Outrun expectations.

Outrun the idea that you can’t make a grand entrance.
Imagine this… You’re more comfortable than you’ve ever been sitting in a class-leading cabin. You’re jamming 
to your favourite tunes, because you’re the DJ in here. And people keep looking at you because of how spicy 
you look. All of this right here, in your new Kia Rio. Outrun the mundane and make your dream a reality with 
the Kia Rio. With no deposit and from only R3499 per month, there’s nothing stopping you from feeling more 
comfortable, free and con쏾 dent than you’ve ever felt. 
Book your test drive now at Kia.co.za.  
Terms and conditions apply.
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Off ers valid till 18 AUGUST 2021 or while stocks last

CONCIERGE SHOPPING SERVICE
orders@kosherworld.co.za

1 Long Avenue, Glenhazel
011 440 9517  |  www.kosherworld.co.za

Actual off ers may diff er from visuals shown.
We reserve the right to limit quantities.
While stocks last. E&OE

KOSHER AT EVERYDAY PRICES

Tray of 5 fi sh cakes
Yummy!Yummy! 74749999

ACHVA HALVA VANILLA 
NUTS SUGAR FREE 400G

97979999

BERKIES 
CHRAIN 250ML

37379999

FIRST CHOICE VELVET 
ASSORTED FLAVOURS 1L EACH
FIRST CHOICE VELVET FIRST CHOICE VELVET FIRST CHOICE VELVET 
ASSORTED FLAVOURS 1L EACH

41419999

FRY`S MEAT FREE SPICY 
SAUSAGE 380G
FRY`S MEAT FREE SPICY 
SAUSAGE 380G

38389999

MANISCHEWITZ CONCORD 
GRAPE JUICE 1.89L

13713799

OSEM SOUP 
ONION 400G

1231239999

SUNFOIL OIL 
750ML

219999
WELCOME HOMETOWN 
PHARMACY.
WHATSAPP OR EMAIL 
YOUR SCRIPT IN ADVANCE                         
FOR COLLECTION WHILST YOU 
SHOP AT KOSHERWORLD.

 CHARMAINE SHULMAN (YOUR 
HOMETOWN PHARMACIST). 

•  NO CO-PAYMENT FEES FOR 
FORMULARY MEDICINES FOR 
DISCOVERY HEALTH AND 
BANKMED MEMBERS.

WWhheerree tthhee pphhaarrmmaacciisstt kknnoowwss yyoouurr nnaammee

087-805-8922  

HOMETOWNPHARMACY@PROPHARM.CO.ZA

082-711-4342

R360

ACHVA HALVA MARBLE 454G
83839999

MC CAIN FROZEN 
SWEET POTATO 750G
MC CAIN FROZEN 32329999

NANDO`S PERI PERI 
SAUCE EXTRA HOT 250G
NANDO`S PERI PERI 
SAUCE EXTRA HOT 250G

32329999

MRS G GREEN OLIVES 
IN BRINE 430G
MRS G GREEN OLIVES 
IN BRINE 430G

41419999

MANY
MORE

SPECIALS

IN-STORE

9999

MRS G GREEN OLIVES MRS G GREEN OLIVES 
IN BRINE 430GIN BRINE 430G

MONTAGU FRUIT 
ROLL PEACH 80G

MONTAGU SALTANAS 
GOLDEN 250G

14149999

30309999

TOP CLASS COATINGS 
ORIGINAL 200G

109999
212121TOP CLASS COATINGS 

101010

ALL JOY BIG RED 
TOMATO SAUCE 500ML

21219999
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STEVEN GRUZD

The modern Olympic Games have been cancelled 
only three times since their introduction in 
1896. The Games of Berlin in 1916, 1940 in 

Helsinki (originally awarded to Tokyo), and 1944 in 
London were scrapped due to world wars. Last year, the 
COVID-19 pandemic led to an unprecedented one-year 
postponement of the Tokyo 2020 Olympics, to 2021.

Many thought the Games couldn’t happen under 
coronavirus conditions. Nevertheless, they went ahead, 
without spectators 
other than 
delegations and 
officials. Offering 
a welcome 
escape from the 
monotonous 
days induced by 
the 18-month 
coronavirus 
lockdown, the 
Games also 
provoked some 
critical debate off the field.

South Africa’s performance was dismal. The Rainbow 
Nation bagged two silvers – from surfer Bianca Buitendag 
and breaststroker Tatjana Schoenmaker in the 100m. 
Schoenmaker also won South Africa’s only gold medal 
in a world record in the 200m breaststroke. This placed 
South Africa a lowly 52nd on the medals table. Last time 
around, in Rio de Janeiro in 2016, South Africa won 10 
medals. Tokyo was the third worst showing for South 
Africa since readmission to the Olympic Games in 1992 
in Barcelona. This was in spite of 179 athletes competing 
in 19 different sports. They were totally outclassed in 
team sports like hockey, soccer, and water polo.

By contrast, Israel, with four medals, had its best 

Olympics ever, finishing in 39th position. It sent 90 
athletes to the Games – more than double the number 
competing in Rio. Israel picked up two bronzes – in the 
mixed Judo team event, and for Avishag Semberg in 
Taekwondo. Artem Dolgopyat won gold in the men’s floor 
for artistic gymnastics. The mainstream media chose to 
focus on the fact that Dolgopyat – whose father is Jewish 
but whose mother isn’t – wouldn’t be allowed to marry in 
Israel under current legislation.

There was high drama around Israel’s second 
gold. Rhythmic gymnast Linoy Ashram had built up a 

small lead in the all-around 
competition going in the last 
round with the ribbon. Clad in 
blue and white and sporting 
a large Magen David on her 
leotard, she performed her 
routine to a jazzed-up version of 
Hava Nagila. Halfway through, 
though, she lost control of the 
ribbon and it fell to the floor. 
She managed to keep her lead, 
however, at 107.800 points. 
Her biggest rival, Russian world 

champion Dina Averina, needed to score 24.150 points 
on the ribbon to win. She fell agonisingly short with a 
24, handing Israel its first gold in this sport. The Russians 
have since cried foul and demanded an investigation.

Politics is never far from sport. Earlier in the Games, 
there was controversy about Israeli participation. Algerian 
Fethi Nourine withdrew from the Judo competition 
because he might have had to face Israeli judoka Tohar 
Butbul, citing political support for the Palestinians as his 
reason. Nourine and his coach were suspended. A second 
judoka, Mohamed Abdalrasool from Sudan, similarly 
dropped out later, without an explanation.

The Jerusalem Post’s Seth Frantzman summed it up 
well. “The treatment of Israeli athletes is unique. No other 

country in the world has athletes who are so often treated 
like this due to political or diplomatic disputes between 
countries. The treatment of Israel is entirely about hatred 
of Jews and nothing else in the Middle East. This is clear 
from the fact that no matter how awful other conflicts are 
all over the world, these same athletes don’t refuse to 
compete with one another.”

But things can go in the other direction too. Tahani 
al-Qahtani from Saudi Arabia did face Israel’s Raz Hershko 
in Judo, and was lauded in Israel for doing so. She also 
received support at home in spite of her loss to the 
Israeli. And Saeid Mollaei, a former Iranian judoka now 
representing Mongolia, won a silver medal, and he 
thanked Israel for its support of him over many years. 
“Thank you to Israel for the good energy. This medal is 
dedicated also to Israel,” he said on television. Mollaei 
has a close friendship with Israel’s Sagi Muki, with their 
story being filmed for an Israeli television series.

Israel was also grateful at the opening ceremony that 
for the first time since the massacre of Israeli athletes 
and coaches at the 1972 Munich Olympics, an official 
minute’s silence was held.

Tokyo 2020 will be remembered for heated 
conversations about gender. Before the Games, Norway’s 
women’s beach handball team was fined  

€1 500 (R26 016) for “improper clothing” after players 
chose to wear shorts instead of bikini bottoms in a 
European tournament. Singer Pink offered to pay the 
fine. The German women’s gymnastics team chose 
full-body leotards instead of bikini-cut versions at Tokyo, 
saying it was a statement “against sexualisation”.

The language used for male and female sportspeople 
is overwhelmingly more positive in tone when 
describing men’s sports. Commentators were criticised 
for not learning female athletes’ names properly and 
for referring to women condescendingly as “girls”. 
Journalists were taken to task for comments about the 
physical appearance of female athletes. This, in spite 
of the International Olympic Committee’s new media 
guidelines to avoid sexualising women and not focus 
“unnecessarily on looks, clothing, or intimate body parts”.

There is also more discussion now about how 
transgender athletes should be accommodated in the 
modern Games. This was spurred by the participation of 
New Zealand weightlifter Laurel Hubbard, the first out 
transgender woman to ever compete at the Olympics.

Sport will continue to be effected by political and social 
issues. We wait to see how they will play out at the Winter 
Olympics in Beijing in 2022, and the next Summer 
Olympics in Paris in 2024.

Tokyo Olympics entertains 
and stirs debate

Linoy Ashram 
in action


